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INTRODUCTION 
TO 

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

Functionally speaking, an operational amplifier is 0 
device which, by means of negative feedback, is capable 
of processing 0 signal with 0 high degree of �ccuracy 
limited primarily only by the tolerances in the values of 
the passive elements used in the input and feedback 
networks. 

Electronically, an operational amplifier is simply 0 
high-goin amplifier designed to remain stable with large 
amounts of negative feedback from output 10 input. 

General-purpose operational amplifiers, useful for 
linear amplification with precise values of gain, and for 
accurate integration ond differentiation operations, have 
low output impedance and are DC-coupled, with the out
put DC level at ground potential. 

The primary functions of the operational amplifier ore 
achieved by means of negative feedback from the output 
to the input. This requires thallhe oulput be inverted (1800 
oul of phase) with respect to the input. The conventional 
symbol for the operationol amplifier is the triangle shown 
in Figure I-a. The output is the apex of the triangle; the 
inpUT is the side opposiTe the output. Negative feedback, 
through a resistor, capacitor, inductor, network or non
linear impedance, designated "1/' is applied from the 
output to the input os shown in Figure I-b. The input to 
which negative feedback is applied is generally termed 
"- input"· or "- grid" (in the case of vacuum-tube 
operational amplifiers). 

Operational Amplifier Seeks Current 
Null at - Input 

An operational amplifier, using negative feedback, 
functions in the manner of a self-balancing bridge, pro
viding through the feedback element whatever current 
is necessary to hold the - inpUT at null (ground potential). 
See Figure I-b. The outpuT signal is 0 function of this cur
rent and the impedance of the feedback element. 

The - input, held to ground potential by the feedback 
current, appears os 0 very low impedance 10 any signal 
source. Using resistive feedback, for instance, the input 
appears to be the resistance of Ihe feedback elemenT, 
divided by the open-circuit gain of the operational 
amplifier. 

The operationol ompli'ie" of the Tektronix Type 0 Plugin unit 
0110 provide accen to 0 non.inverting input. Uses of this "+ input" 
or "+ grid" Ore discuned loter. 
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Figure I. Conventional Operationol Amplifier Symbol •. 
(a) The input i. to the bose of the triangular symbol, the output ;s 

from the apex opposite. The - input and output are out-af.phau 
(orrow.). 

(b) Feedbock element 1/ provide. the negative feedbadt to permi' 
high.accuracy operations. The amplifier uek. a null ot the input 
by providing feedback cUl'Tent through 1/ equol and 0ppolite to 
the input current '; •. Output voltage is whotever il necessory ,A 
provide required baloncing cur.en' through If. 

(c) Input element 11 convert. 0 voltage signal (El.) to current, which 
i. balanced by current through If. 

If currenT is applied to the - input, it would tend to 
develop voltage across the impedance of the feedback 
element, and move the - input away from ground paten· 
tial. The output, however, swings in the opposite direction, 
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providing current to balance the input current and hold 
the - input at ground. If the impedance of the feedback 
element is high, the output voltage must become quite 
high to provide enough current to balance even a small 
input current. 

Input Element Zj Converts 
Input Signal to Current 

Since we more often have to deal with voltage rather 
than current signals, an additional element is used in 
most operational amplifier applications, designated ''It 
(input impedance), This is on impedance placed in series 
with the - input, converting into current that parameter 
of the input signal which we want to appear as voltage 
at the output (Figure I-c). 

If If and Z,are bath resistors (Figure 2), the operational 
amplifier becomes 0 simple voltage amplifier, the gain of 
which is - l,/lf' 

z, = R 

� , '" 

z, = R > ' ." t 
® © @ 

1.1 

l z , �t 
� 

® ® © 
,., 

Figure 2. 
(a) Operational amplifier using .esislo •• for bolh II and lJ betomes 

=1I fixed_gain linear ompl'fie •. Goin is . Z, 
(b) "See-Sow" operation of operalionol amplifier. Syslem oppeors 

10 pivot obout a futc.um (the null point S) whose "location" i. 
delermined by lJIl!. 

let's examine the mechanism by which this works. 
Referring again to Figure 2, we apply a voltage to point 
A, causing current to flow through l,. Were it not for the 
operational amplifier, this current would also flow through 
I, and to ground through the low impedance at point C, 
making l/ and If a voltage divider, and raising the voltage 
at point B. However, the opera�ional amplifier operates 
to hold the voltage at point B (the - input) at ground 
potential. To do this, it must supply at point C a voltage 
which will cause a current to flow through l, which will 
just balance the current in the opposite direction flowing 
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through h When point B is thus held at ground potential, 
the voltage across l, is obviously equal to the applied 
voltage at A. 

Output Voltage is 
Input Current X Impedance of 2f 

The current through li is equal to the applied voltage 
at A divided by the impedance (in this case, resistance) 
of ll' or fln/l,. This same value of current must flow in 
the opposite direction through If in order 10 keep point B 
at ground. The voltage at point C, Ihen, must be flll/lf 
(which is the value of the current in If) multiplied by If. 
The oulput is inverted (of opposite polarity) from the 

input, so we say that foUl = (- fill) (�) , and the voltage 

- � gain of this amplifier configuration is seen to be If' 

See·Saw Operation 

As indicated in Figure 2-b, the operational amplifier 
with resistive input and feedback elements acts in see-saw 
fashion, the amplifier moving the output end of the see
saw in response 10 any motion of the input end, causing 
the system to pivot about on imaginary fulcrum, which is 
the "sensing point" (- input). The dislance from the near 
end to the sensing point or fulcrum corresponds to the l/ 
or input resistor, and the distance from the fulcrum to the 
far end corresponds to l,. The motion of the for end de
pends on the motion of the near end and the ratio of the 
two distances. This analogy suggests that the operational 
amplifier may be used to solve dynamic problems in 
mechanical engineering, and so it can. One of the princi
pal uses of operational amplifiers has been in the rapid 
solution of complex mechanical or hydraulic problems by 
means of electronic analogs of mechanical or hvdraulic 
systems: operational amplifiers ore the basic components 
of on analog computer. 

As may be expected, simple linear voltage amplification 
by precise gain factors is, though useful, not by any means 
the limit of the operational amplifier's capabilities. 

Capacitor as Zi Senses Rate-of-Change 

Remembering that on operational amplifier with a 
resistor as a feedback element responds with an output 
voltage equal to the product of the input current and the 
feedback resistance, let's consider what happens if a 
copacitor is used instead of a resistor as li (Figure 3). 

The current through a capacitor is proportional to the 
rate-of.change of the voltage across the capacitor. A 
steady state DC voltage ocross 0 capacitor (assuming an 
"ideal" capacitor) posses no current througn the capacitor, 
so no balancing current need be furnished by the output 
to hold the - input of the operational amplifier at ground. 
The output voltage then, is zero. 

If the voltage at the input is changed, however, the 
change causes a current to flow through capacitor If. The 
amount of current that flows is directly proportionol to 
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z, = R 

� E in 
Z, = C C> E out � O. 0 I 0 @ CD 

Figure 3. ppergtigngl Amplifier gl Differentigtor. Output is proportiongl to ,0te-of-dIClng" of input "ollgg". E •• , x RC. 

the capacitance of Il times the rate of change of the input 
voltage. 

Let's assume that the potential at point A is + 100 v DC, 
and that we change it smoothly to + 95 v DC in five sec
onds. This represents 0 rote of change of one volt per 
second, the change taking place over a period of five 
seconds. If the value of I, is 1 /-Lf, then, 0 current of - I 
microampere will flow through Il for those 5 seconds. 

The operational amplifier will cause on equal and 
opposite current to flow in If. If we select a value of I 
megohm for If, the one microampere current necessary 
10 balance the circuit will require + 1 v to appear at jhe 
output of the operational amplifier, during the time that 
l/-La current flows through the capacitor. 

This operation is differentiation: sensing the rate-of
change of an input voltage, and providing an output 
voltage proportional to that rote of change. 

The actual relationship of output to input is this: fOil! = (dEln) dEiN. d' h - Tt (RC), where the expression Tt 10 Icates t e rote 

of change (in volts per second) of the input signal al any 
given instant, and R and C ore If and I, respectively. 

In our example, we used 0 constanl rate of change, and 
obtained a constant voltage level out. Had the rote been 
less even, the output signal would hove demonstrated this 
dramatically with wide variations in amplitude. The differ
entiator senses both the rote and direction of change, and 
is very useful in detecting small variations of slope or 
discontinuities in waveforms. 

Differentiator Has 
Rising Sine Wave Response Characteristic 

In responding to sine-waves, the differentiator has a 
rising characteristic directly proportional to frequency, 
within its own bandwith limitations (see chart page 6). 
The output voltage is equal 10 (Eln) (27Tf RC), and the out
pu' waveform is shifted in phase by - 90° from the input 
(the phase shift across the capacitor is actually + 90°, but 
the output is inverted, shifting it another 180,,). 

Capacitor as Zf Senses 
Input Amplitude and Duration 

If we interchange the resistor and capacitor used for 
differentiation, and use a resistor for Z/ and 0 capacitor 
for Zf (Figure 4) we oblain, as might be expected, the 
exact opposite characteristics from thase obtained above. 
While in differentiation we obtained an output voltage 
proportional 10 the rate of change of the input, by swop
ping the resistor and capacitor, the output signal becomes 
a rote of change which is proportional '0 'he input voltage. 

This characteristic allows us to use the operational 
amplifier for integration, since the instantaneous value of 
output voltage at any time is 0 measure of both the ampli
tude and duration (up '0 that time) of the input signal - to 
be exact, 0 sum of all the amplitudes, multiplied by their 
durations, of the input waveform since the start of the 
measurement. 

Here's how integration works: Let's assume the condi
tions of Figure 4 (Zf = 1 meg, Zf = I /-Lf), and on input 
signal level of zero volts. No current flows through I/, so 
the operational amplifier needs to supply no balancing 
current through If. Suppose now we apply a DC voltage 
of - Iv 10 I,. This will cause 0 current of - I 11-0 to flow 
in I/, and the operational amplifier will seek to provide 
a balancing current through Zf. To obtain 0 steady current 
of + 1 /-La through i JLf, the operational amplifier will have 
to provide 0 continually rising voltage at 'he output, the 
rote of rise required being 1 volt per second. It will con
tinue to provide this ra'e of rise un,iI the input voltage is 
changed or the amplifier reaches its swing limit ("bottoms 
out"), or approaches its open-loop gain. 

Now, this rate-of-rise, though helpful in understanding 
the mechanism by which the operational amplifier per
forms integration, is not the "answer" we seek from on 
integrator. The significant characte:ristic is the exacl 
voltage level at a certain time, or after 0 certain interval. 

Integrator Holds Final Level Until Reset 

Before 'he amplifier reaches its aut put limit, suppose 
we remove the input voltage to Il. The output does not 
return to ground, but remaim at Ihe level it reached just 
before the signal was removed. The rote of rise has 
stopped because the necessity for providing + T /-La 
through I, to maintain the null at the - input has been 
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z, • 1 "' 

E in Z, • 1 m C> E oul O,� o, � 

figu,. ... Operalional Amplifier os Integrator. Output rote of (honge is P'OfIOrtlonal to input yoltoge. d:�, '" -,,� . . or E_ = ;�JEI. dt. RC in 
'he exomple he,e is 1 second. Output. then, Is 1 IIolt per H(ond per IIolt input, and-most important-the outputloyel 01 onylime is one yolt 
per yolt_se,ond input. 

removed. With an ideal capacitor and amplifier. the out
put voltage would remain at the last level reached in
definitely, until an input Signal of the opposite polarity was 
applied to Zf. and a negative-going rote of change at the 
output was required to maintain the null at the -input. 
If the positive input signal is greater than our original 

- I volt. it will take less time for 'he output voltage to reach 
zero 'han it originally took to rise. If the positive signal is 
smaller, it will take more time. 
The absolu.te output level of the integrator at the end 

of some interval is the sum of the products of all the 
voltoges applied to ZI since the output was at zero, times 
the durations of these voltages, Ihat sum divided by -RC. 

Interpreting Answers 
Obtained From Integrator 

The mathematical expression for the output level 
reoched in 0 given interval of time (T2 - T,) is as follows: 

fOil, = 
(;�)J;

,
2 

ffn dt 

The integral sign indicates thot the value to be used is 
the sum of all of the products (ffn X dl) shown, between 
the limits (T,. T2) noted. The expression "dl" indicates 
infinitely small increments of time. 

It is not necessary, however, to understand and be 
able to manipulate expressions in integral calculus to 
understand and make use of an operational amplifier 
integrator. 
The integrator provides 0 voltage output proportional 

to the net number of volt-seconds applied to tile input. If 
the total volt-seconds of one polarity is equalled by those 
of the opposite polarity, the output level at the end of the 
selected interval will be zero. Let's look at some examples. 

Simple Example of Data From Integrator 

First, we'll assume the signal we wont to integrate is 
o simple one-volt positive pulse of one second duration 
(Figure 5). The sum of all voltages limes durotions between 
Tl and T2 is one voll-second. Using 1 megohm and I micro
farad for Zf and Z" the operational amplifier output will 
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fall at the rate of one volt per second 
(-
R

�
"
) 
for one 

second, reaching -I v when the pulse ends, and remain
ing at that level. 

In reading this output level at T2 we know that the 
input signal has amounted to 1 volt-second during the 
interval T, to Tt. Note also that 0 laler observation, at 
T3, gives the some answer, since ffn has been 0 between 
T2 and T3• 

More Complex Cases 

Now, take the more complicated case of the waveform 
in Figure 6-0. Its four voltage levels, of different duration, 
cause the integrator output to fall at four different rotes, 
reaching a final level representing the total number of 
volt-seconds contained in the waveform. It should be 
apparent now thal the integrator con measure the total 
volt-seconds contained in even the very complex wave
form of Figure 6-b-something that would be difficult 
to measure by direct observation of Ihe waveform. This 
type of operation is often referred to os "taking the area 
under the curve," since the area underneath 0 waveform 
plaited against time (i.e., the area bounded by T" T2, the 
waveform and the tine representing 0 volts) is the number 
of volt-seconds involved. Note, too, that we needn't wait 
for Tt to obtain 0 reading: the instantaneous value of 
fo .. , at anytime is proportional to the input volt-seconds 
up to that time. 

Using Different Values of R and C 

In the cases we've used for illustration, RCwas I (I06 X 
10-6), and the numerical value of the output voltage at 
the end of the integrating interval was the number of 
volt-seconds in the input waveform. Using other values 
of R and C requires some additional calculation. To find 
the actual input volt-seconds, multiply the output voltage 
by (- RC). Example: R is 200 k, C is .01 p.f and the output 
voltage after the selected interval is -2.5 volts. Multi
plying -2.5 by (-2 X 105 X'I X I a-H) gives us 5 X 10-3, 
or 5 millivolt-seconds, positive polarity. Note that because 
of the polarity-reversal in the amplifier, we multiply by 
(-RC), to obtain the proper sign in the answer. 
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Measuring Ampere-Seconds (Coulombs) 

To meosure ampere-seconds, 11 is omitted, and the 
current source is opplied directly to the - input. The out-

put le .... el reached in a gi .... en time (T2 - T1) is -clJ:1211� dt. 

1 .' 

1. �. V 
" f-l --1 

o. 

o.A _O.Sv T, T, 101 T, 101 

o.� 
.� -0.4. O. T, T, T. 

Ib' Ib, � O'�. 

O. T T I Tt :I 
Icl I" 

I"" ... Integralor Output 

Fig ..... 6. Integrgtjng mo .. compl .. waveforml to determine "area 
... nder the cllrYe" between f, and fl. Note thot in (c) the negative 
portion of the input waveform reduce. the net Inlegrol. 

Integrator Response to + and - Signals 

If 0 waveform to be integrated contains both positive 
and negative polarity portions during the integrating 
interval. the output will be proportional to the difference 
between the .... oh-seconds of each polarity, the integrator 
being on a .... eraging device. If it's desired to odd the two 
polarities instead of allowing them to be subtracted, it 
is necessary to precede the integrator with on "absolute· 
.... alue amplifier" (full wove rectifier) which in .... erts one of 
the polarities. 

Necessity to "Reset" Integrator After T 2 
The "integrating interval" (T. to T2) has been mentioned 

several times. Because we frequently deal with repetitive 
signals, and continued integration of a wa .... eform which 
is not perfectly symmetrical with respect to zero .... ohs will 
eventually drive the operational amplifier to its output 
voltage limit, i"s desirable to ha .... e same way of returning 
the autpu' ta zero at or after TI, the end of the desired 
interval. 

For slow work, a pushbutton which con be used to 
discharge I, manually is usually sufficient. Other circuits 
which may be used to perform this function automatically 
ore shown in the applications section, page 2-4. Where 
the integrating interval is quite short, RC networks may 
be placed around I, to return the output le .... el to 0 .... 
through a time constan' much longer (e.g., 100 X )  than 
the integrating interval. 

In the Type 0 Unit, the "Integrator IF Reject" switch 
positions perform this function whenever I, is set to a 
capaciti .... e .... alue. 

Since the IF Reject circuit operates continually to return 
the integrator output to zero, it is necessary not only to 
keep the integrating interval short with respect to the IF 
Reject time-constant, but also to measure Eo before it has 
had a chance to decoy, whene .... er these circuits ore used. 
The .... alue of resistors used in the circuit will also limit the 
maximum output obtainable for any given a mplitude 

input 
(
MOX E""I = Rr) , where Rr is the resistance of the E,� I, 

IF Reject circuit. 
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Figure 7. Average Gain_Frequency charaderis'in for integration and diffe�ntialion. 



Reset or LF Reject I mperative 
When If = C is Small 

Use of resetting or LF reject circuits is usually imperative 
when small values of C ore used for ll' since the small 
amount of grid current which flows in the - input grid 
even in the absence of on input signal is sufficient to 
cause 0 relatively rapid rise in output voltage os the opera
tional amplifier tries to hold the - input null with balancing 
current through If. 

Response of Integrator to Sine Waves 

For sine-waves, the gain of the integrator varies in- 1 versely with frequency, the actual gain being 
27rl RC ' 

except as limited by the open-loop DC gain (at low fre
quencies) and the open-loop gain-bandWidth product at 
high frequencies (see Figure 7). At low frequencies, the 
goin becomes less than the formula would indicate, the 
effect becoming noticeable at approximately the point 
where the formula indicates a gain of approximately 1/3 
the open loop gain. At high frequencies, the error becomes 
significant above approximately 1 / 10 of the open-loop 
gain-bondwidth product. Except os limited above, the 
integrator shifts the phose of the input sine wove by+900. 

Use of The + Input 

Many operational amplifiers (including those in the 
Type 0 unit) provide access to a non.inverting input, 
referred to os the + grid or + input. A positive-going 
signal injected at this point produces a positive.going 
signal at the output. Conventional identification of + and 
- inputs is shown in Figure 8. 

---'-I: [>>-----
'01 

1b1 

Figure 8. tdentificatian (0) of + and - inputs of on operationat ampli
fier. If only one input is shown (b), it is always ossumed to be the 
- input. 

Introduction 

If the output is connected directly to the - input, the 
operationol amplifier becomes 0 non-inverting gain-of
one voltage amplifier for 0 signal applied to the + grid, 
with very high input impedance and very low output 
impedance. 

Non·lnverting Amplifier With Gain> 1 

With less than 100
% 

negative feedback (Figure 9), 
obtained by putting the - input on 0 voltage divider be
tween the output and ground, gains of greater than one 

. R i + R f may be realized, the actual gain bemg , or 2 R , 

R, = 1. R, = 1 m 

� 
-=� E out "" +V 2 E in 

, " 

Figure 9. Gain of Two Using + Input. Very high input resistance 
(> 10' 0) for signats on the order 01 1 v amplitude is possible. Other 
values of gain may be obtained us;ng different reltia, of RI and R" 

Feedback applied to the + input from the output is 
positive feedback, which tends to raise the input imped
ance of the + input toward infinity as the amplitude of 
the feedback approaches the amplitude of the input 
signal. If the loop gain (feedback amplitude compared to 
signal amplitude) exceeds 1 for any frequency, the ampli
fier becomes unstable (negative input resistance) and will 
oscillate at that frequency. If the loop gain exceeds I at 
DC, the amplifier will swing to its output voltage limit and 
stay there. The + input is useful for applications combin
ing positive and negative feedback, and for use of the 
operational amplifier os an oscillator, waveform generator 
or multivibrator. The + input may also be used to provide 
o balanced or differential input, in which the operational 
amplifier responds only to the instantaneous difference 
between the signals applied to the + and - inputs. Other 
uses ore suggested in the applications section. 

Operational Amplifier Limitations 

In performing linear operations with on operational 
amplifier, it is necessary to recognize and aflow for the 
limitations of the amplifier and technique used, to obtain 
accurate results. The chief limitations ore: 

I. Open-loop gain. 
2. Gain-bandwidth product. 
3. Grid current (chiefly of concern 

during integration). 
4. Output current and voltage 

capability. 
5. Signal source impedance. 
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1. Open Loop Gain 

The accuracy of 011 operations is ultimately limited by 
the open-loop gain of the amplifier, which determines 
how closely the amplifier is capable of holding the � input 
null. An amplifier with infinite gain would provide a null 
of exactly 0 volts, and the impedance at the -input (using 
feedback) would be exactly 0 ohms. 

With finite gain, the -input does not quite null, and 
does not appear os 0 ohms. With an open-loop gain of 

1 A*, the � input moves A times the output voltage swing, 
and appears os an impedance which is I � A' If this 

E voltage swing of -2.'!! is a significant fraction of the input A Z signal E/,,, or if the impedance ......!:L- is 0 significant l-A 
fraction of 1/, there will be a definite output signal error 
in addition to the error introduced by the tolerances of 

A 1/ and 11, The exact value of this error is 1 
A-I�� 

Z, 
So long os � is small and A is large, the error is not 
serious. For instance, using the O-Unit's operational ampli
fiers (at low frequencies where A = -2500) in the simple 
fixed-gain amplifier mode with resistors for 1/ and 11, we 

. 2500 see that the error for a gain of 1 (1/ = 11) IS only 1 � 2502 ' 
or less than 0.1 %. For a gain of 100, however, the error 

2500 becomes I � 2601' or almost 4%. (A gain-correcting 
resistor is -automatically shunted across 1/ in the O-Unit 
when t�e internal 1/ resistor is set to 10 K and 11 to 0.5 
or 1.0 meg. 

Using external components, similar precautions should 
be observed when high gain is required). 
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* NOTE 
Common usage in the ono log (:omputer field assigns 
o negative number to the open-loop gain between 
the � input and output (and a positive number to the 
gain from the + input). Therefore, in calculating 
volues from formulos involving A and the � input, it 
is necenary to keep in mind that A is a negative 
number, and the expression "I � A" for instance, 
w
h
en A is '

:
" 2500, equals + 2501, not - 2499. 

One simplification has been made in this article. 

Closed-loop gain, commonly expressed os 

Z· 1 
� [ 1 

, 1 -A (I 
has been reduced to 

�[ Z, A 
It moy 0150 be written 

� [ ] I; 1 I + 
A

lpl, 

if this seems to indicate the effect of A on accuracy 
more clearly. 

Approximote Error Ca/cu/otion Using C for Z/ or Zl' 

Since it is not easy to assign a single impedance value 
in the error formula for 11 or I, when one of them is 0 
capacitor, it is convenient 10 use the ratio EoudE,�, repre
senting the actually obtained vohage gain, to compute 
the approximate error. The error £ is found by this formula: 

, � 1 -[� -
A

A l 0', mo,. ,;mply, 

I _ Eoul 

, � -;-_-,EC�!!,� , where A, os before, is the 

open-loop gain, and Eoudfln is the actually obtained volt
age gain (Don't forget-both A and fOIlI/fln are negative 
numbers). Example: where A is -1000 and the observed 
Eoudf," is � 50, the error has been 51/1001 or 5.095%. 
The output ,,� 50" represents, then, 94.905% of the correct 
value, and the correct value is � 50/0.94905, or almost � 52.7. 

For convenience, you may wont to rearrange the terms 
as shown below, to determine how large on output signol 
to allow, for a given input and an arbitrarily selected 
maximum error: 

= I � E(I � A) 

Using the Tektronix Type 0 Operational Amplifier for 
integration, for instance, to keep error due to amplifier 
gain below 1 %, the output voltage during or at the end 
of the integrating interval should not exceed the average 
value of the signal being integrated by more than 0 factor 
of I � (.01 X 2501), or � 24, for low frequencies. The same 
limitation should be observed during differentiation. 

The minimum open loop gain required by on operational 
amplifier to operate within a given error even at "zero" 

(£ � 1) Zl/1, is A = , where 10 is Ihe error expressed os 0 
, 

decimal fraction (.01 = 1%, 0.1 = 10%, etc.). 

Where 1111, is 0 finite number, the minimum open-loop 
gain required for a given maximum error is 

A = (10 � 1)(1 + lUll). 
, 

The application of these formulae will be most useful in 
observing gain-bandwidth limitations, discussed below. 

2A. Gain-Bandwidth Product: 

The gain-factor A varies with frequency, and it's im
portant to know what the effective value of A is for the 
frequencies or signal frequency components being used. 
In the Type 0, the gain foetor A is constant (- 2500) only 



to about 1 KC, dropping off to - 1000 at about 15 KC, 
and reaching 0 ... alue of - 1 at appra);imately 15 Mc. 
The error introduced by the gain factor, then, becomes 

greater with frequency, and for accurate measurements 
the allowable ratio of EowI to Eh1 must be reduced as 
higher-frequency information is processed. 
Although the drop in gain at high frequencies in the 

open-loop bandwidth characteristic follows the some pot
tern os that of on integrator, it must be remembered that 
this response is obtained without input and feedback 
elements. The effect of this roUoff will add to the effect 
of the integrating components, altering their effect. 
At 0 frequency appro);imately 1/10 of the open-loop 

gain-bandwidth product, the open-loop gain will be insuf
ficient (on the order of 10 or so) to provide accuracy 
better than 9% even at "zero" dosed loop gain, or 16.7% 
when l"l/ is 1, (i.e., EolIt = Eln). Above 1/1 Oaf the open-loop 
gain-bandwidth product, answers will be onlv approxi
mate, although the data may be useful for frequencies 
os high os 1/3 of the open-loop gain-bandwidth product. 
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(0) Varialion in open·loop gain after application of 'ignol, for O-Unit. 
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any two foctorl, th. third may be found. (lay Ilroightedg. 0«01' 
cheltt.) 
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2B. Gain-veNus-Time Factor-Comple); Waveshapes: 

In working with pulse and complex waveforms, open
loop gain in terms of frequency is not too useful. Instead, 
the open-loop risetime characteristic, Figure 10(0) mav 
be used to determine the time after the start of 0 signal 
at which the A-factor has reached 0 sufficiently high level 
to permit the desired accuracy. Figure 10(b) shows the 
A-factor required to support 0 given accuracy at 0 given 
attempted or "virtual" gain (l/II/). 

"Virtual gain" (roughly, Eo/a/Eln) in the case of inte
gration or differentiation is the ratio between the RC time 
constant chosen and the time interval involved in the 
operation. 

In the case of integration, virtual gain Gc wi1l be: 
-, Gr = RC ' where I is the integrating interval-i.e., that 

span of time during which the integral continues to in
crease. The larger the values of integrating components, 
the smaller the virtual gain. 
In the case of differentiation, the virtual gain will be: 

-RC -,-, where I is that span of time during which the 
input signal has its steepest slope. The larger the values 
of differentiating components, the higher the virtual gain. 
As con be seen from Figure 10(b), holding virtual gain 

to 0 value of one or so is 0 good general rule of thumb 
for accurate measurements. 

NOTE 
It should be kept in mind that the voJues of the 
internol 10 pf and 100 pf Z, ond I; co

�
ponents of 

the O-Unit hove been odiusted under dynamic 
conditions, 10 campensote partially for the lime· 
dependent errors indicoted in Figure 10{a). For 
greatest meosurement accuracy, standord waveforms 
involving 0 similar time interval and virtuol gain as 
the signal to be measured should be used to deter
mine the probable measurement error, or to Irim the 
values of external components to provide direct 
readings for the particular waveform 10 be measured 
(comparison method). However, correction of this 
sort con be oplimized for only a limited range of 
waveforms, ond cannot extend Ihe operoting range 
of the syslem indefinitely. 

3. Grid Current: 

During integration, any grid-current flowing in the 
-input will be integrated along with the current through 
E;n, except when this current is bucked out through 0 DC 
path from output to input (in the Type 0 Unit "Integrator 
IF Reiect" circuits ore provided for this purpose). 
The amount of grid-current flowing in the -input cir

cuit may be determined by switching out anv ''IF Reiect" 
circuit and measuring the length of time it takes the output 
signal to rise or fall 1 ... with 0 capacitor os Z, (no sig
nal input). The grid current Ju is found by this formula 

C /11 = - , where I is the time (in seconds) required for the , 
output to move one volt. 

9 
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z, 

�� R, - > I./2oo Z, 
.:dO._ +V Ovtput 

Input • .01 pI 
R 10'n I. mox, 5 mo -

C:;[18 pf C ::::: 18 pf I.::::: 300 -

figure 1 1 .  Operational amplifier connected 01 goin-of-one, non_ln ... erting amplifier to drive low-input_impedonce differentioto. from high im
pedance lignol 10urce. If output cur .. nl capability •• 5 mo (0. in the O_Un.tl, driver amplifier will reproduce faithfully on inpul rote_of_chonge 
o. high 01 0.5 v/p.lec inlo .01 J.lf, se ... erol orders of magnitude in exceu of the amount necenory to obtain uloble output from the differentiotor. 
Component R, combine. with the input C of the first operational amplifier to compenlOle ill responle in thil mod •. R, limits the current 10 Ihe lecond 
operolionol amplifier to pre ... ent overdriving, and reduces noise components possibly introduced by first amplifier. 

In the Type 0 unit, a grid current of 300 picoamperes 
at the -grid is normal. 

It is not usually practical la Iry 10 adjust on operational 
amplifier for "zero" input current, since this condition is 
not as stable Os a fixed value of grid-current appropriate 
to the input tube type and amplifier design. In low
frequency operational amplifiers using electrometer tubes 
as input elements, extremely law values of input grid cur
rent con be obtained with goad stability. In wide-bonll 
units, higher values musl be tolerated. 

Once the grid current has been set to a known value, 
ils effect on a given integrating operation can be com
puted. So long os the value of 11/ is very small compared 
to the average value of the current through II during the 
integrating interval, the effect of Ju can be largely ignored. 

4. Output Current and Voltage Limits: 

Any operational amplifier is limiTed in the amount of 
current and voltage it can deliver to ih feedback network 
and any external load with good linearity. If these limits 
are exceeded during any part of on operation, the 
accuracy of that port of the operation, at least, will be 
impaired. 

In the case of the O·Unit, maximum output is ± 50 v and 
± 5 ma. At high speeds, the maximum rate-of-change at 
the output will be limited by the available current, and 
should not exceed 20 v per p.sec, when loaded by the 
O-Unit's oscilloscope preamplifier (47 pf) and 10 pf of 
other loading (e.g., l,). 

5. Input Signal Source Impedance: 

A part of l" the input element of the operational 
amplifier circuit, is the source impedance of the signal 
being processed. linear operations using precision input 
and feedback components will be accurate only if 'he 
source impedance of 'he signal is very smolt compared to 

10 

the impedance of the input component, or the value of 
the input or feedback componenl is trimmed to allow for 
the impedance of the signal source. 
Where trimming of components is not practical, or 'he 

signal source impedance is not resistive and linear, the 
usual practice is to process the signal first through a 
gain·of-one, high input-impedance, low-oulpul-impedance 
amplifier, such as that shown in Figure 11, to obtain a 
low.impedance signal source far the desired operation. In 
the case shown, the output impedance of the firsl ampli
fier is too low, making if capable of overdriving the second. 
A current-limiting resistor helps keep down noise as well 
as prevent overdriving. 

Shunt Impedance Across - Input 

Though we tend to think of the - input or -grid os a 
"virtual ground", and that impedances between this point 
and ground will have a negligible effect on the perform
ance of 'he operational amplifier, this is only partiolly true. 
The true impedance of this paint is ll/(1 - A) and that 
instead of holding 0 perfect voltage null (as would be the 
case if A were infinite), its voltage excursions actually 
amount to EOIII lA. 

So long as A is large and l, has 0 fairly low value, an 
impedance across the -input which is large compared to 
Z, or II wilt have little effect on performance. However, 
in high-frequency work, where the effective value of A is 
low, more and more core must be exercised to assure that 
shunt impedances-particularly capacitive reoctances , 
which become lower with increasing frequency-do not 
interfere with the operation (Figure 12). 

The general expression for the dosed loop gain of an 

operational amplifier Ea", = -l'[ A 
Z J may be E,,, II A � 
Z, 

modified os follows to show the effect of shunt impedance 
l, across the - grid: 

E,", _ =li[ A ] 
f'N - l, A -I _ � _ � 

, 

l/ l� 



keeping in mind that A is a negative number. As you can 
see, unless 1, is very high compared to Ij, its effect on 
accuracy may become comparable to that of ljll,. 
The terms in the above equation can be rearranged to 

show the effect of I, as related to I,: 

1.1 

o o 
o 

,.J_, 
• 0 • I 0 o • 0 
'-_,_J ... 

C o 
. .  l----R;�-----: C, I ....---..... ' r---- --H-------' I 

: _L C , -f- r. , _1_ 
I R ,  -
i ____________ 

Obl 

Fi9u� 12. 

o o o o ••• C -T- , . 
o 
I . .. 

(gl Shunl Impedgnc. gcross - inpul. Where Z, i, Igrg. compored 10 
Z( and ZIt and open. loop ggin A i, high, effed of Z, is negligible. 

(bl Where Z, Or Zf is 0 resistor, ond particularly if 0 Igrge (> lOOk) 
volue, more serious emirs may be caused by capocitance from Ihe 
resistor body (highut impedance point) 10 ground, and, in the 
case of R, during inlegrolion, end.lo.end (opoci'anee of RI. Time 
(onstants involved in shunt (opaeilance C,. and Cf. are approx_ 
imotely RC/4. 

Correcting For The Effects of Stray C 

In high-speed work, the accuracy of operations will be 
affected by C, during the start of an operation when the 
effective value of A is low, and also by the end-to-end and 
distributed capacitance to ground of the resistors used 
for li and Ij (Fig. 1 2b). 
To correct for strays and the variation in A, the lOO pf 

and 10 pf values of l, and lj in the Type 0 operational 
amplifiers ore factory adjusted under dynamic conditions, 
and no external compensation of these components is 
generally required. If it is intended to use values in this 
range externally, they should be podded or trimmed os 
necessary under conditions similar to those of the contem
plated measurements. 
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The resistors used as l, and lj, however, con be given 
only portiol compensation internally, since the optimum 
value of compensation varies with the application. For 
Ihis reason, it is usually necessary in dealing with short
duration or high-frequency signals to add external com
pensation to Rj or R, when these components are used in 
amplification and differentiation. 

Figure 13 illustrates the corrections necessary to 
improve operational accuracy for each of the three basic 
operations. 

Note, however, that except in the case of slraight 
amplification (Fig. 1 3A), the compensation itself intro
duces possible errors which must be recognized and 
allowed for in interpretation of results. 

Compensated Amplifier 

In the case of amplification, selecting small valu'es 
of capacitance (on the order of 2-25 pf) for C, and C2, 
the closed-loop risetime can be made to approach the 
slope of the open-loop risetime (Fig. 9), providing a gain
bandwidth product about equal to the open-loop gain
bandwidth product. Without compensation, the amplifier 
may typically achieve perhaps only 1/20 of this figure. 

Compensated Differentiator 
Without compensation, the differentiator (Fig. 1 3B) may 

respond to a sudden change in dE,,,/dt by overshoot, followed by sinusoidal ringing, due to the fact that excess 
output voltage must be developed to charge via Rj the 
input capacitance and the distributed stray capacitance 
of Rj itself, os well os provide the current needed to obtain 
a null at the - input. As soon as the strays are charged, 
however, the excess current through Rj upsets the null, and 
the output must swing in the opposite direction to re
establish the null and discharge the capacitance associ
ated with R,-hence the ringing. A small capacitance 
across Rj provides the current needed to establish the 
null at the start of the waveform without haVing to develop 
excess vollage across Rj. 

Differentiator Compensation 
limits Initial Accuracy 

The presence of this capacitance, however, limits the 
- dE· C, output voltage maximum to approximately C�" . 

After an abrupt change in the input waveform, then, when 

d · 1 b dE
,
,, . I h E'Il IS sma I, ut Tt X RC may be qUite arge, I e output 

1 I· · · f -dEI" C, 1 f vo tage ,m,tatlon 0 may resu t in a signi icant C, 
error. The solution in this case is to select a forger value of 
Ci and smaller values for Rj and C2 (keeping the RjC, lime 
constant the same) to minimize the 

�
rror, and keep its 

duralion as short os possible. 

1 1  
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Integrator Compensation Rarely Needed 

Failure of the integrator to start integrating at the 
proper rote at the beginning of a fast-rise pulse or ofter 
o sharp step in the input waveform is usually due lorgely 
to the distributed stray capacitance to ground in RI. This 
is infrequent; more commonly the error is in the opposite 
direction because of excessive capacitive coupling of the 
input waveform around- RI into the - grid directly, pro-

ducing a step . - dEI" CIH of approximately Cf 

The first (- error) waveform in Fig. 13C was obtained 
by deliberately putting a ground plane near the center of 
a 9 Megohm RI and carefully shielding the -grid. Remov
ing the ground plane and shield produced the third 
(+ error) waveform, using the same input signal (a rec-
tangular pulse) and components. 

. 

Normally, the "undercompensated" effect would only 
occur when Ri is composed of several resistors in series, 
or when a high-value potentiometer is used os, or in 
series with, R,. 

The solution usually is to select a smaller value for Ri 
and a larger one for Cf, to maintain the same time-con
stant. Normally, if a signal source is capable of driving 
a large value of RI with capacitive compensation, it is 
also capable of driving a smaller value of RI without 
compensation. 

Theoretically-as when 0 potentiameter is used in 
conjunction with RI-it is possible to compensate the RC 
losses in RI by shunting Ri with a series RC network of the 
proper time-constont, or by using 0 small value of R in 
series with Cf. In practice, these added components 
usually odd nearly as many stray-C problems os they 
cure, and "compensation" of this sort is not recommended. 
Compensating with simple capacitonce across RI produces 
o "step" error at any abrupt transition, and usually an 
error of greater magnitude than the one 10 be corrected. 

If RI is 0 single component, on environmental "guard" 
driven by the input signal (e.g., 0 short piece of wire 
soldered to the input end of RI and dressed neor the body 
of the resistor) con make som!!: correction, but its use 
requires more complete shielding of the - grid and the 
- grid end of Ri. 

Using "Standard" Waveforms 
For Comparison 

The use of stondard waveforms (pulses and romps) with 
known parameters, is of considerable help in adjusting 
compensation and assuring ' best accuracy for critical 
measurements near the limits of the instrument's capo
bilities. For many purposes, such "standard" waveforms 
may be obtained by aHenuation of the oscilloscope gale 
and sawtoolh output waveforms. Selection of time and 
amplitude parameters dose to those of waveforms to be 
measured will give best assurance against possible 
system errars. 

Transient Response Frequency Response 

Undlr Complnsotion 

I""I""I"I'I"'I""I""I""� 
�------'\ c .  

'v '--
C,i, �, c. too la,gl or C, too Imall 

�, R'. Corrlct Compensation 

Input 

> JL R ,  J 
I I 

R,C.:::::R,C, 

1.1 Wideband Amplifier 
Correction for Stray Capacitance 

OYer Compensation 

I 

'\ -
± 

c, too large 0 , C, too' small 

re 1 3 .  
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Input C .. C> � o--J 

(b) Compensated Differentiator 

E. max limited to - dEll! C, (approx.1 
C, 

C ,  c ,  
,--H--- Jf-
, 

Input , 
{ 

R ,  [> SL { 

--�-C II -"--
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BASIC OPERATIONS - I  I . '  

Amplification 

Basic Amplifier 

E,. 

Compensated Amplifier 

H 

Gain-Corrected Amplifierl 

Of 

lA ., negative) 

Of .. 

Of 

Un\en open loop gCl;" A .. !f:. gain accuracy may be preserved 
0, 

only by trimming value of R, or R,_ 

Notes 

Gain of the o"1plifier is determined by the rolio 
RJlRi. If open loop gain A is very lorge compared 

- RI to R,JRI, to - R, El_ 

High frequency response and risetime are consid
erably enhanced when stray capacitance is com
pensated. C, and C ,  should be kepi os small os 
possible (5-30 pf). 

Step-function response: 

{' . ....,..--- over-compenloted : ", 

Goin-correction resistance t is necessary if accuracy 
is required at high gain. Error· for 0 given RpRf is 

[, -(A � �) ] x '00% 
(
A 

,

;,::01;ve> 

Correctmg resistor Rc = -RI (�) 
A + 01  ., 

Correction may olso be mode by shunting R,. 
fin Type 0, when interned I, IInd Zj (COmponents Cl,.. vs.d, gc>in 
CClmpenmion i, Clvtomotlcally Iwitched in whenever reqvired. 

·'n Type 0, error I1 ulually neel1eible at low frequenc ... if 
RpRf < 2S 
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Summation 

Basic Circuit 
R, 

E, 
R" 

E. 

E, 

Weighted 
R, R, 

E, o-----�V\------, 

E, o--_",
R
",

' -�r----Y>>---+--O E. 

R, 
E, 

Compensated c;,... 

R, 

�' E, E,) 
E. = - R, - + - + -

I Rt 11, 

R, 

Gain-Corrected 
R, R, 

R. 

Unless (..&: + � + &: + &:) <C A, Rf .hould be increand 
R, RI 11, R� 

beyond nominal vo;.Iue to preserve accuracy. 

Notes 

If all resistors ore of equol value, gain is unity for 
each input. For increased gain, RI may be increased. 

Gain for any input is - RJlRt, permitting easy com
ponent selecTion for operations such as (O.3Et + 7E2 
+ 4E3). 

The summing amplifier cannot be quite os well com
pensated os simple amplifier because of input lood
ing_ Inputs may be separately adiusted jf opposite 
input is grounded during adjustment, and process 
is repealed 10 eliminole interaction. Compensation 
of 3- cnd 4-input summing networks becomes in
creasingly more difficult and less practicol. 

where A is open-loop gain (0 negative number) 

Volue of correcting resistor RC' (G + '
) 

should be - RI G + A where 

G �
(&

+

&
+
Bl

+
&) 

R I  R� R3 R� 
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Integration 

Sosie Circuit 

�, , 

C> 0, 

f,. f. 

- ' f E. = RICI E1Hdf 

Drift Compenwtion 
(IF Reject) f� 

C> 0, 

f" f. 

" I t, C. 
-. 

Re •• ' time-constant Tr = (If + R�JC/ . . 1t,I1, C. 
LF Re.eet 'I",.-,ondo"t r" - � , +  , 

DC Rejection 
(AC Integration) 

C, 
I ,  

� C, " 
" " V 0, 0, 

� . c, � C, Integroting inte .... al .. R, C, 

DC Rejection 
(Alternate Circuit) �i 

C> 0, �' f,. f. " 

0, 
R,C, � RIC! 

Notes 

Goin (sinewoves) - 1 limited bV � except 01 
21T f RI Cl 

open loop gain. 

Squo,.·wa .... rupome {'CM" In • .6. .6. .6. C-
put sy",."..trio;ol about o.}: 7 V V V " 

Square-wove re.po"". ... nl. / 
di .. dional input: 

Response to d, ood low-frequency information 
(including input grid current) is limited by IF REJECT 

circuit. DC ;. limited to - Edr(Rt + RaJ response R, 
Capacitor C, delays "de" feedback by a value 
approaching 11., thus improving short-term accuracy. 

� A,/'A 
Squa,.·wave r •• pon .. 
(Input unidinlctionol): 

For accuracy . .... p integroling interval < O.3v'R.R�C.C/ 

Input blocking capacitor Cl prevents dc level of E'H 
from being integrated. If dc level is high, resistors 
RI and Rz (<C capacitor leokage) minimize effect of 
capacitor leakage current. 
This circuit does not reject input grid-current, bot 
may be used in conjunction with IF REJECT Circuit 
above if limitations of each circuit are observed. 

This circuit combines the d, $ignal rejection and 
grid-current rejection of the two circuits above, but 
with fewer components. 
For operational accuracy, integrating interval should 
be kept less than O.3VR, C, Ri Cl 
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Differentiation 

Basic Circuit 

C 
El> 0 1 \ 

Frequency Compensotion 

c, 
E,� 0 I' 1\ 

Noise suppression 

R, �; 
�, 
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R 

[> 

I 
I 

C _.1._ 
• #T-

I 

_L ---

E = _RC (dEI�) . .. 

f� "', 
R, 

� V 

R, 

[> 
R, <C Rr 

E. 

E. 

Notes 

Goin (sinewoves) = � 27TfRC, except as  limited by 
open-loop gain-bandwidth product. 

S'IuQrewove response � 
Sawtooth re.ponse � 

log in current through IV may produce ringing after 
sudden change of dE/dt. Adjust C, using oscilloscope 
sowtooth of dE/dt comparable to that to be 
measured: 

UncompenlQled ---h Nv---
50wlooth responH: 

Compensated � 
Series resistance limits response of differentiator to 
wide bond noise components above the frequency 
range of interest. Output swing is limited to - dEln 
RI/RI. so R, should be on the order of RI/lOO if pos-
sible, to preserve accuracy '0 range of interest. 
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Voltage-Current Conversion 

Cu rrent-to-Vc hoge 

1,-

Curre nf -to-Vo Ito ge, 
High sensitivity. 

I" 

EHective value Df RI is 

Voltage to Current 

® " 
f,. 

" 

l -

" 

2> 
E. = -II.Rf(A � ,) 

> " 

" 
" 

-:. -
(" + ,,) (" 

+ 

,
,) " -,-

,
- ; E. - -II.R, -,-,-

" 

> -
,! " 

" 

.. I • 

,,. " (-:;") (;) -I. " + RI ". Z/. < R. ; R,IR, = Rt/R, 

Current to Current " 

-> I. 
+ 

r- " 
" " 

f. 

f. 

1,-@! 
-

1,-

� I • @! • 
-
:.!J: 1,- o. 

R 
,,• - I •• R, + R, ". Z" < Rc , 

Notes 

I' . . . Eomox h' h Input current Imitation IS R;- or 0.5 '"max, W le -
ever is smaller. With finite value of A, 

Eo = - IIHR'(
A 

� I ) (A is negative). 
Unless A is very smoll or source impedance of 'fit is 
low, Eo = - II� RI' Source impedance of I," should 
b � � e A - I  

AI low frequencies, improvement up to 50-1 in sensi-
tivily moy be practicol, for Cl given value of RI_ loss 
of input current 10 ground through R, and Rt cCluses 

error , � 
KRl 

KR, + (RI + :1) (l A) 

K - 1 Division of feedback causes error E = ---, where A - 1 RI + R2 K = Ri and A = open loop 
R2 moy be trimmed 10 correct errors. 

gain (negotive). 

With positive feedback, -grid seeks null at + grid 
level rother than ground. Circuit operates to keep 
drop constont ocross Rci variations in ZI. control the 
+ grid level. As value of ll. approaches or exceeds 
R,_, effective input impedance at A drops, due to 

shift of - grid null point. ZeD = R, 
+ Z, ( Rr ) 1 R(.. R, + RJ 

when Ri/RI = R2/R,. ldeally, signal source impedonce 
should be low, R,. larger thon I,., ond R, lorge enough 
so thot Z .. 9 � Signol source Impedance. Practically, 
R, may be podded 10 correct for these sources of 
error, 

In the ideol case, source impedance of Ill! is very 
lorge. and shift of -grid level hos negligible effect. 

R, " practice, Rr and R, R, must be selected in + 
relation to llOlIlY't and I,. so that the system is stable 
ond I,. will be constant for 011 expected values of 

"- Voltage _ _ (- R,I," R') ( R, ) at -gnd IS Rr RI + R2 
. 

Ideally, Rr > Z,., R2/Rl = RJIZlOllrrf!, and IN « I, .. 
Practically, Rz/RI should be made � 1 



Note$ 
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Amplification - High Input Impedance 

Unity Gain Follower Amplifier 

�" 

f" 0 
±IOv ma. E,. 

R, 

� 
0 """-

Non.lnverting Amplifier with Ga in 

R, R, 

� 
--=� R, 

E,. +/ :t;IOv max 

R Er. r. "' -I, Cr . ... " -25 pf 

High Input Impedance Amplifier 
IM IM 
R, R, 

-b - -=� 
E,. +/ IM 

R, .,,:. - RI + R, _ R, + R. 1M 
R, R, R, 

Negotive Impedance Amplifier 

47,0 27 27p! 
�* '''' .95M -� input 1-4 f •• t 2200 

�. 1M t .� 
Doubl.· 

I Z- < 30 n 

O E. 

lTyplcally, 0.98 Er.1 

I 0 

f. 

E - E  (�) • r. RI 

f. 

E • ... El. (R' � RI) 

E. 

lOOp! 
ShI.lded ' I/� 10k 27p! 

Cobl. Et'l- �. Shl.ld d,i .... Zl� - ... GO, 2pf 10k 27pf 
-may b. adjult.d for n.iativ. R and C 1k  - -

Notes 

Input resistance is set by grid current. Typicol value of 

O.15nA at + Grid provides input resistance of R = E,,, '" = 7Gfi for I -volt signal, 7 Megn for 1 mv signal. 
Input C - 1 8·25 pf. Output is not inverted. For wide-
bond compensation, select RI for optimum transient 
response (Typ.220.820fl). 

Feedback divider may be used to obtain gain > I ,  
or to correct unify gain circuit for gain of 1 .00. For 

gain of 1 .00, select RI = R, (� - 1) where G is the 

observed gain without correetioQ. RI may be any 
convenient value > 10k. 

Negative feedback via R, sets gain; positive feed· 
back via R2 raises effective value of RI, also de· 
creases effective input C. The amplifier supplies most 
of the current required to drive input impedance. 

El., + " r  1 -;:  111 •• + 
1_0 

without + 
f .. clbock 

�� " . 
fM r 1 p.o 

1 p • . 
with + 
feedbock 

+ 

Copacitive compensation is added to the above cir· 
cuit. Th. second amplifier drives the coax shield 
in.phase with the signal, further reducing input C. 
Negative resistance and negative capacity may be 
achieved by odiusting - R  and - C control. With 
values shown, gain X 2, Bandwidth, = 5 mc using 
Type 0 unit, from 10w·Z signal source. From 
high.Z signal source, bandwith may be os low os 

1 
2," RC 

where R and C ore the 1111 settings. 

2, 



2-2 BASIC OPERATIONS - II 

Bandpass Amplifiers 

low pass omplifier 

" 

�.' ----[)>----+-------<: 
l.F. Gain = -� 

Bond pan amplifier 

" 

�
C

(f-' ---INv-" -4----1[)�---{) 
Typical bondpcus amplifier 

C, and CJ seleded by switch: 1 Opf - I Mfd 
·lndudin9 si9nol source impedance 

Special purpose amplifier " 

Mid·bClnd Gain = - � 
" 

1 S9K (externol) 

" 

" 

IIM) 

C, 

o--1r-.( .. ,�
C

I
�.f.)

-
.r-

�
(lA�OAK

r
)-+ __ ��>-__ -+ __ -o 

" 
(900K) 

Notes 

t ,t"" Gain, -R//R, 

j 
L
-;;-;;-;;;- -

;.

-

;;

--

,

-

-:

-�

=

-

±

! -

:::;

-

�

0.

_

7 RI/R( 

Frequency .. 

fHF = - 3db point 
1 

� -- CPS 
27TRjCf 

Rolloff above this point 
- 6db/octave. 

t ' Gain, -Rr/RI [7-- ' --- - - - - 90% 
. , '0 : � _ _ .! _ _ _ _ _ 10% 

I Time • 
--..: Tr � 

Risetime Tr = 2.2RjCJ 
Response to step-function. 

• ,Gain, - RrfR, 

� kf -- --�7 ',IR, 

:Frequen,y � :  , : : , , , I'u. ,�,. , 
---: Tr � 

1 fHF = 21TJI:,CJ 

Tr "" 2.2 R/CI 
Step fundion response 

RolIgH, - 6db/Odave. 

t---- - - - '"'' 

�8 RfIR( 
-...: Td !4-- Td = IIW( 

l.F. --
lcps 
10, 
lODe 
lk, 
IOke 
I OOke 

, , 

x l  �I� 

• . , • 

, , 
L.F. frequenty H.F. 

� H.F. --
1 "I I OOkc 
. 1  I Oke 
.01 l k, 
.001 l ODe 
.0001 10, 
1 0pf 1 ,  

--=!!L 
"'R, + RI 

� Goin, - RJ/RI 

Cl 

l Opf 
,OOOlj.Lf 
.001 
.01 
. 1  
1 "I 

V: (X 10) \t.:;; .. ," -
" . 

(x 1) : '  .--'-
: : IX.I R, + R, 

, 
f, f, Frequency 

(15.9 cps) ( 1 59 cps) 

f, 
1 � 'P' 271"R; Cl 

I, 1 
� 'P' 27rRf Cz 



BASIC OPERATIONS - II 2-3 

Summation - S l ideback Techniques 

Basic Slidebock Amplifier 

" 
E" 

Ek 0-
E, " 

1 E 
� -- -

" 

[> 

::!J. GGin for E,. - (El.) " 
::!J. Gain for EfIe - (E.) " 

(E" E') E� - - Rf - + -R, R. 

Slideback with Large Signal Compression ,..., 

s, or G� s�nol diode 
;" � 

� " 
E" / Eoc 0-

" 

� 
S idebock With Variable Compreu lon. �h.aracteri5tiu 

� " 
Eo. / " 

Eoc o- -l<J-

E, 

E. 

E. 

" : I w;�"'wl " S,�. Window 
DC Lt .... ! � 

5, �od" R, 

- � -

Notes 

DC offset voltoge may be added to signal to permit 
DC coupled observation or measurement of a small 
signal at on elevated DC level. If R2 < R,. offset 
voltage source may be smaller than level ta be 
offset. loading effect of R2 will be negligible ;f 

EL .& . h '  + « A. For error·correctlon tee nlques, 
R, R2 

R 
,ee 

page 1 ·2. Use of low � gain, and voltmeter at point 

E permits high-resolution DC cnd AC measvrements 
by slide back-null technique. 

for observation of 0 small signal superimposed on 
a lorge one, compression of the large signal ;, 
desirable. Amount of compression will depend on 
diodes. Silicon diodes (e.g. 60.45, 6061) will provide 
a linear output window of about ± 250 mv. Ger. 
monium diodes (e.g., Tl2G, Tl3G, 60 75) provide 
continuous compression (no linear "window"). Addi-
lional diodes or resistors in series with diodes shown 
may be added fo oher compression. 

''Window Size" Control olso affects compression 
slope oulside of "window" as well as size of window. 
Output divider (Ra + R4 + Rsl should not be less than 
20K impedance, and gain should be kept low, for 
accuracy. OUlpllt inside the "window" will be linear 
over the range Eo = ± O.25K, where K is R3·R4-Rs 
divider ratio. 



2-4 BASIC OPERATIONS - I I  

Integration - Gated Operation 

!timple goting, (+) signal 

Sitnol 
(+ ani,) 

1.5v 

'''r.;:L� Ov co + 
gale 

- ,  .. 

• 

� 

Simple goting for (-) 5;9nol 

Signol 
• 

(- only) 

D, L � : 
1.5v 

+ liIole o +1 : /l ;: 
Reloy goting for low speed 

• 
Signol 

(+ or-) 

gol. 0 

5ignol 
(+ Of -) " 

, , 
L _ _  - - - - -

';;: 
1 1  � V f. 

All diod •• ar. low I_k",,_ type 
such 01 6045 

� " 
" 

-K r+V f, 

All diode. ore low leoka. 

-= type (6045J 

C 

> f. 

� I  R.loy 20...15110 

--

;5' 
4 IYIM 6045 

(" : �  IOk , 
- - - - - - - - - � � _ _ _ _  � shi.ld 

(omp 

Lboll �Ill� 12T o. Imoll ta,aid 

9·" ! 5.5-18pf camp 
S.6K lOpf 

5.6K 

.n.. <>-4 �.5Y � 
I M  / l.J 

+ Gate 

Notes 

Goted integrator accepts 

� positive signals only. When Input 
gale ;, zero, output ;, 
clamped by D2 to approx, 
+ O.5v I I Small mercury cell may be 

go'-

used to obtain - 1 .5v "off" 
level of gate, or 05cillo- I� . 

b. modified scope may -' .... 
(see opp.) 

Negative signal <an b. 
gOled by rearranging the Input � circuit. The gote will drive 
+ grid. When gate is zero, 
output ;, clamped 10 
approx. - O.Sv. I I ggle 

output l.cd 
For very slow speed appli-
cations, relay <an serve 
fo, simple galing. Inpul 
con be + or -. 

This arrangement uses diode bridge ond gating 
amplifier B. II can accept + or - input signals. Oul-
put signal should not exceed the gating voltage. 
Using 535, 45, "A" gate, any portion of curve may be 
integrated, using sweep delay facility. For single-
shot or low duty-cycle work, battery, or oscilloscope 
+ Gate circuil modificalion must be used to keep 
Gale level negalive during "off" lime. If "off" lime 
is less than 9 X "on" lime, battery may be replaced 
by capacitor and zen er diode. 

6. 

-er 
330�f, 6v. 

Off lime - 2 lee mo)( for value shown 



BASIC OPERATIONS - I! 2-5 

Differentiation 

Gbted Differentiation 
'5 �m 

III �� [> mm f-
(Normal) 

O.5v/(m � 

� 

® a.lv/cm 

me � (Ggted) 
for gale·driving circuit, liee opposite poge 

Amplifier linearity 1. 

7 : I , , -
, 
I 

Amplifier I� 
under test h -

r - ..I<,f.J'..- -, 
I "", I 
" , , I , 

L -".f./',...L.{ , >-"--0 , , / , 
V 

® 

[>� 
t ® 

��I III I� • 
To Ho,iz. 

Notes 

Q) Waveform to be differentiated. 

<ID Differentiation without goring. Steps at start and 
end of romp produce large transient which may 
overload scope input, make measurement or ramp 
linearity difficult. 

® Gored operation. Transients 0'. eliminated. 
allowing accurate evaluation of romp. 

CD Input to Amp. under test. 
Output of Amp. under test. 

<ID Output of Amp. under lest. 
Same, differentioted. 

® Vert: Differentiator Output. 
Horiz: Input to Amp. Under lest. 



2-6 

Voltage-Current Conversions 

Constant Voltage with Current Monitor 

R, 
Ei• 

" 

� 0 

R, 

l> r-:;. I, I E" 

R, 1" R, 

-IIrEr. Er.RIII:. £.,. = RI 
; E. = -R.I.o Z� = f.RI 

(ondont Current with Voltage Monitor 
R, 

l> 

" 
fr. 

r+ .. 

-:!- R, " 0 
1,_ 

-
R. � 

. R. = R/ R, > ZL 4 R, + R, 

BASIC OPERATIONS - I !  

R, 

[> 

:[> 

-Rtf! 11. = � ' E _ E:; R!R, ' � L 

E. 

E. 

Notes 

A practical circuit for component-testing, where ZL. 
need not be grounded. R2/Rl should be equal to 
R,/Rj, and Ra < Z/. <t RI + R2• RI may be trimmed or 
podded to correct tolerance or system errors. For 
Type 0, EZ1• and Eo should not exceed 50,,; Iz/, should 
not exceed 5mo. 

Monitor amplifier A hos very high (GO) input irn-
pedance, so has negligible effect on current through 
Z/._ A small (= 2%) correction may be necessory for 
gain of A where high accuracy is required, thus: 

" " f>=£:l. 
A 

( ' ) RI "" III - I observed Gain 

Example: Observed gain, 0.98. Selecling l OOK for RI, then 

Rt - 100K (-'
- -0.98 I) = 2.04K. 



NONUNEAR AMPliFIERS 3-1 

low-Frequency Applications ("log" diodes) Notes 

Theoretical logarithmic ampl ifier 

E" 

Input mUll 
b. POlitlve 

logGrilhrnic 
Amplifi.r 

Approximate logarithmic amplifier a dlodes-Itabis'o. 
0130 

Eo. 

input mUI' 
b. positive 

lOOk 

(TellGI 'nllru .... nts) 

, • • • 

E. 

'::��-' -$:JL_G_'_'_._S_'_._b

_

;·

<

·�

E

:T ' ) 

(±2Ov malt) 
R, R, 

c·, 
E" 

'OOk 

Improved Accurocy 

L[?>-------"I_� E. 
�G130 

� � 

I 
� + ) -� � 1 .3Sv 

Mercury c,lI. 

"-D ".j!-� ,,��,!--"r--[�>I'._.-[>I ,,----l-',0 1  + .../ " v " " I r E O.o-�V>A�---1:f----iC>>-----1:---<I E. 
L _ _  .J�O� .. \'f..,-. _ _  . _ _ _  J , Lineanty 

Adj. 

2 E, _ 109,0£, ---I.. 
, 0 

t 1 0 
0 

0 0 0 
• -I - - - - - -r -

1 I. 100 
- 1 'nput, E, 
- 2  -- (not to Iccd,) 

An advantage of Cl true log amplifier is capability of 
accepting Cl wide range of input signal levels. Since 
input con not be negotive value, for ac measure
ments, Q symmetrical amplifier is recommended. 

:; -2 -i - - - " 
o -.9 � Y-- - - - � -Ow..j:: - - - - -+ -

I 10 100 

+ 50. Input 
(not to scale) 

Simulating 0 true log amplifier, Bias is adjusted to 
give zero volt output when inpul is + lv. When input 
is zero, amplifier saturates 10 = 50 volts. Many 
germanium diodes can be used such 05 T l 2G. For 
more dynamic range and controUed characteristics, 
stabistors are recommended. 

--/ Input 

Circuit (A) provides very high (= GO) input resist
once for low level applications. fiN, ± 20.... max. 
Circuit (B) permits output level to be adjusted by 
selection of RI and RI. 

Small, hearing-aid type mercury cells may be used 
for bios to obtain beller accuracy, especially at low 
levels. For best shelf-life disconnect botteries when 
not in use. Further improvement for a given appli
cation is obtained with linearity adjustment pot, 
.... 200K. 



3.2 NONLlNEAR AMPLIFIERS 

Wideband Amplifiers (Signal Diodes) 

Simple nonlineot omplifier 

'A I T12G, equiv, 1 "-v 

l OOK 10 I OM 

'OOK [> 
EXpon5ion amplifier 

E" 

[> 

E, 

, -' S � 
� � 
-. 

logarithmic type amplifier 2 - 5.6 pf I H.F. Camp I (fast response) Of' �.lv to l00v � 'OK 'OK 
E" E, � S S 7 E.i. 

'- 2001* � Erie S 2007- -' 'OK 

l/1 56 y ''-' 

N }: HD SOOO" VI 
(Hughe.) 

Some, with AC-coupling option 

,�-----�g�J)-,�-- ---;-
,,-' , 

, 

2.SK 

.:-

,., 

�l +IH�H- 10K �C> 0.1 
2.7M 

E02007* 
10K 15k 

56 I-
0 HD5000* 0 

·Selected and matched. See appendix. 

I ±:IOOv Col I 

E02007¥ 

SK 5.6K 
0 

Notes 

If Germanium diodes are placed in the feedback 
circuit, this amplifier acts 0' compression type 
amplifier. 

, � 
0 

� Input 

1'-.. 

\! Input 1\ 
E� . 305 + . 15 tog,of,� 

.61 /' .45:1: /" Output .305 V .15 . . . . 
0 .1 1 10 IOOv 

Input (log Icale) 
r, - 200 n.ee 
1J - 300 nsec 
For 1 Dv lig ...... 
Diode pair. mUll b. carefully .elected. 

Input coupling con be mode to have a long time-
constant by using tantalum electrolytic capacitors 
'0 series, back-ta-back, thus, 

'n��t-=--=i�-=H·±"--oOut 
1 . 0  1.0 1.0 1.0 

The tantalum capoci-
tors con accept a small reverse bias, so two 0.5 p"f 
lOOv, or four 1 .0 /Lf, SOv units con be mode to pro-
vide 0.25 JJ.f, 1 00v service. This entire adapter is 
available (assembled ood calibrated) from Tek-
tronix, under PIn 013-0067-00. 



NON LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 3-3 

Transistors As Passive Nonlineor Elements Notes 

Approximote logorithmic 

"....... Selected npn � \ .'>..11 '+' 
lOOK � 

E" Q--JVV�----1V>----+-� E. 

Input MUlt Be POlitlve 

Symmetrical nonlinear amplifier 

f E" o- T12G �'OK�-I�/>---4-<>E_ 
t 
b 

� Symmetry 
Adl. lOOK 

Symmetrically comprened amplifier 

+ Biot 'OK 
-{)+-It:TC\�'N "-

',,0-- Tl� \ �..Lt+---<i---I/>---+-O."'P"' 
'-V PN' 

- liol 
Pouible nonlineority control 

1""-1-',PN' I \ T12G �,-",'I---l>f':; 
l OOK � ;"�". o--'W'v---+-t----Iv�+--<>·"·P". 

input 
, 

,.oK f' \ � I,\----k�l-:!T12·G NPN � 

Certain NPN tronsistors exhibit logarithmic vohoge
current breakdown choracteristics in 'he reverse 
direction. This arrangement con accept only .a posi
tive input signal. 
Selection of NPN transistors may make 'his type of 
logarithmic amplifier impractical since 'he use of 
cerIa in type diodes con give more predictable 
logarithmic characteristics. 
(only advantage is high level output) 

To accept positive and negative signal two transis
tors (matched) are used. Signals are same as 
listed above. 



3-4 NONLlNEAR AMPLIFIERS 

Vacuum Triodes As Nonlinear Elements Notes 

Squore Root Ampl ifier 
lM 

_-l .. - E • ....l I/, 
�' ! fl E" 
-

200K 
[> 

E" E. Certain low-jL " iodes such os 1 2AU7 or Nuvistor 7586 
Input must may be placed in the feedback circuit to obtain be positive Ee - � YE;: square root choracteristics. <IOv to !OOv) 

Root Function IV r�, �l -'. -
I i /' 

I I '" J \J i IJ 

� 
'00' 

Two triodes placed back to back in the feedback " "  '. / , circuit. By adjusting bios, the root may be varied 
Ee "" - l < IEr.1 1 from approximately .9 to 10. 

Power Funclir .t-
-

.:) lM ...t..: 1001( 
I \ [> + -I ( '" I '. 

'" ;:: 
( ) t -

"T lM If the t'iodes are placed in the i nplJt circuit, power 

Lj� 
£. -= - 1 < £10" function may be obtained. The power may be varied 

from .9 10 1 0  approximately. 



10' 

Ib, 

NONLlNEAR AMPLIFIERS 3-5 

Zener Diodes As Nonlinear Elements 

limiter Amplifier 
z, z. � 1001c " 

E .. / E. 

lOOk 

/. � 4·6045 

';;<:V 
E,_ [> E. 

Squoring Amplifier �r I� -, 

rA '" J;: � 

'.K > 
Compression Amplifier .f ::. r r::, /' " " ,� 

" 
lOOk 

R, > lOOK' 
" 

Expansion Amplifier 

" 

[> 

..I. N' r/1 
"

I V�, t.� 

Notes 

(a) If back 10 back zener 
diodes ore inserted in 

1I0pe ,. _.& the feedback circuli, 

" 

EV ' It( the output voltage will 
be limited by the 
z e n e r  b r e a k d o w n  
voltage. 

(b) For perfect symmetry, 
use one Zener diode 
and diode bridge as 
shown. Low,C, low-
leakage diodes allow 
more accurate, foster 
operations. 

If the feedback resistor in 
the above amplifier " 
removed, the a mplifier 
output gives very high 
gain near zero signal. In  
this arrangement the 
zener diodes ore coupled 
with low capacity diodes 
to minimize zener diode 
capacitance. 
For perfect symmetry use 
diode bridge 0' above. 
(Additional series diodes 
are then unneeded.) 

A variable resistor '0 

� E" 
-E, l"'- E .. 

' , , , 

E. 

- E" 

E, 

- Ez. -

series with the zener diode , .Iope '"' -� 
in the limiter amplifier can E/ " 

control the amount of com-
pression for a large signal. 
For symmetry, use bridge 
arrangement. N E', 

- E" > E, 

� R' II, 
Slope - II! (11' + II,) 

Input and output circuits are reversed in this amplifier 
to obtain higher gain for large Signal input. 
Again, the diode bridge arrangement moy be used 
to provide symmetry and reduce capacitonce. 

• 
• Iope - -� �. 

R( 

IV E" 

C:,,� E, 

.Iope =- _ lIl(�, ;
, 

Ill) 



3-6 NONlINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

Zener diodes-Simulation of Nonl inear Mechanical Phenomena 

Dead zone 

z, E" o---{>f--Kl-r-'\M-..... --1 

f" 

I 

, , � (1 OK) reduces eHed 
"l of diode leakage 
, -!..-

Zener Diodel Back to 8C1a 

Backlash 

'OK 

R, 
Z, Z, 

10K 

R, 

Relay 

10K 

.Ef" 0--« 
-

f" 

.01 

>--.4-<J E. 

'. 

f" 

>---4-", f. 

Simulating 0 dead zone 

Bridge arrangement ( p  
3-5) . may b e  used where 
symmetry, capacitance or 
leakage ore a problem. 
For asymmetrical operQ
tion with minimum leak
oge and C, use input 
circuit shown: 

6045 Zt 
f'. � 

Z, 

Simulotion of backlash: 

R 

/', .. � 'i. I, f. 

zone 

The capacitor serves os 0 memory to hold the output 
constont as El" moves through backlash zone 
(changes direction). 
For low-Ieakoge memory, use small (hearing-aid) 
batteries and low leakage diodes 

'04' 

-C:r 

Representotion of polar
ized dovble-throw relay 
which hos equal pull-in 
and pull-out current. 
Asymmetrical systems 
may be simulated by using 
Zener diodes and signal 
diodes in series 05 in the 
"Dead Zone" notes above. 

'" 

=, stope = R, 

bo(klalh 1<one = fz, + ft, 

'. 
'" 
�-1-l�--

f," 

E" 



Absolute Value Amplifiers 

Full-wove rectificotion '-' 

A 
R, -� E" 

1 " �, V V 
R, 

-� -

Full-wove rectification (Iow level) . 0 0 ' M  

[> r-Kl-
O M  

E" � lOOK -y 
' M  

E� - lE,.1 

NONLlNEAR AMPLIFIERS 3-7 

E, 

R, - RJ = R, 

E. '" IEI.I 

+ 1 0  lOOK 

T[>
� E' 

1'00' 
-. 

Notes 

Output gives full-wave rectificotion of input. Output 
;, always positive sign. Diodes contribute 
voltage drop. 

Input 1\ 1\ I V' 
Oulput f\LV\ 

By i nsertingon amplifier 
ahead of full-wave recti- E. 

fier, the effect of diode volt- ; 
age drop is reduced by � the factor of amplification. / This technique may be 

= 

applied to low level full- Input 
wave rectificotion. 

.3 

E" 



Notes 



Switching Circuits 

Bistoble Comporotor (± input) 

+ 
E," 

lOOK lOOK 

Bis.able Comparator, inverting. 

E," 

l OOK 
lOOK 

lOOK 

Bistable Comparator, unidirectional 

E," 

lOOK (0) lOOK 

PULSE AND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 4-1 

10K 
E. 

10K 
E. 

'OK 

E. 

+ O.7v or - fz 

Notes 

The Bistable Comparator incorporates Cl zener diode 
as (I reference. The input voltage is compared 
against the reference diode; when the input voltage 
becomes equal to the zener voltage, output will flip 
to lOv of the some polarity os input. 
Use of different references for + and - comparisons 
is olso possible: 

� 
-11E• 

o + 10  

j+ J Ov  

10: INPUT 

Us. of decol,lpling diode. 
improve, switching time. 

.Ov 

Similar to above, but output will flip to opposite 
polarity. 

+ 10 

!+ 10 
- 1 0 :  Input 

10 

Single zener diode flips comparator when Eft! = + E� 
or - 0.7v. (Reset level governed by forward resist
ance of zener). Reset con be mode to occur at Qv if � grid is returned to about + O.7v. Comporator 
point will become Ez � O.7v. Bias may olso be in
jected at (a) for same result. 

'" 

E. 

+�' 

- 0.7 C)y 
+ 0.7" 

-E, 



4-2 PULSE AND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

Bistable Multivibrators 

Bistoble Multivibrator 
(single input) 

.001 
E, 0>----I1f--.-+, lOOK 

I.' 

Bistoble Mult;vibrotor 
(two inputs) 

Rnet .001 

�o---1lh>---{;>hr--I 
IOK 

+ 

I.' 
E, 

I., 

�o-jlf--r--i)!--t----'�--*--< E, 
.001 lOOK 

I.' 

Bis'able Mullivibrator (+ 2, unidirectional input) 
l00pl 

E" 

l00pf 

4.7K }+\�---, 
� 

m 

Input Oiodes: 
Type 6075 or Equi .... 

+ 
'" 

m J 
4.71< 

4.6045 

Notes 

Output flips to ± 1 Qv onylime on opposite.polarity 
pulse arrives. Once flipped, additional pulses of the 
some polarity hove no effect: 

Input 

+ � f-
Output - -\0 f--

AC (pulse) toggle switch action con be obtained. 

, 
Input 2tsm 

+� 
Output d - I . l- f-

Transistors perform steering function to provide + 2 
action. log time-constont in transistor bose circuils 
is selected for application. 

Input +-+--+-+--+-- S-10 ... 

0' 
0' 

Oulput 

Transistors may be any moderofely fast compte
mentory pair (see appendix). 



PULSE AND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 4-3 

Digital Conversions 

Pulse-Height to Time converter c. {lOO 
pf
) 

� 'lrlc'(>!,--,,"
pf
1NY-l
K """"I:>I-+-1[>>-+-<> V 

� � � '" 
lOOK E. lOOK 

, 

Time to Voltage Converter 

" 

C 

Notes 

If a positive pulse is ap
plied to the input, it will 
charge C, and this charge 
is also dumped into C2• 
causing the output to step 
down. This voltage is dis
charged by integrator. 

Input 

" 

Output T, 
V 

T 

" 

T, 11, + 1. 
V fi/ 
RC, 

ill f;- E,ol ... 

� A negative gale opens the 0 604J � diode gate allowing the t l K o-�N'-"-C:v>f--t--'/--t-<>� integrator to integrate at 
o constant rote. The peak 
voltage is thus propor- T, VT' T, 

'04' 

- ,. 

DC Voltage to Frequem;:y Converter '-.... " ,
-

+ DC Voltage (}--.I\N'-"t-------<'-, >>-_ ... ...-_-<> Fre,,_ 
2M n , .. , /' '04,�2� 

lOOK 

h'Vv-« �+ �  IOK ........... t:;:------t 
' OCK 

Binary to voltage converter 
8 IOK 

(!.2d'1 ; �5�==j-l 
.JL 
(On •• ) 

SOK 

Full scal. voltage = - 10  EpolH 

'-

" 
lional to the time period . ./ 

" , f--r 1--1 "'-

This will give conversion 
faclor of approximately I 
kc per 1 0  volts input. 
The conversion accuracy 
is in the neighborhood of 
± l %. 

lKC 
, I 
, 
r 
, 
, 
, ' �-7"--;7-o 5 1()Y 

Voltage 

Simple Binary (BCD) to voltage conversion is accom
plished by summing input pulse voltages through 
the properly weighted input resistors. 
If input pulse is - 1.0 volt, the full scale voltage will 
be + 9.99 volts. 

A Gain error = I - A C--',c"''-c'67.c6-=S jf BCD signal 

source (esp. 'hundreds' signal) has low impedance . 



4·4 PULSE AND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 

Peak Memory Circuits 

Peak memory amp 

-� Input :045 
(IOy mo.� , � + �.,;." Amp 4-I Resel 

Holding C 
.001 - I",' 

--

Fas' response peak memory amp 

6045 '--� 604' �[> E,. " / <>-i'J+ V � + 
I 47pf 1 .... 11'4. C 

.001 - .I ,.,.f 

-- -

Integrator peak memory 

lOOK :.r . 
" 

l.=.� IM 

[> 

N E,. " 
I OM  +V V'

i
"� 

�s 

-. 

Notes 

Input E, �-
Ovlpul I Outpu' E. 

The holding capacitor is charged through a low-leakage 
diode, Since the leakage of the diode (1 nonoamp) 
and grid current 1.5 namp} ore low, voltage Eo can be 
held a relatively long time. 

Input E,. 1 
Amp A � 

E. 

I Olllpul E8 

To reduce input loading effect, two amplifiers moy 
be cascaded. 

Integrator ;, used 0' memory 10 improve DC 
accuracy. 

E. 



PULSE AND DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 4-S 

Sample-Hold Amplifier 

Somple hold leo, 

c 
" " 

,,0< ..:� 
> +K s 

Inl.�,or memory Gain = + 1  
5 • •  witch momentary clo" to sample 

5Qmple Hold amplifier (Pouive gofe) 

leo, --jUl .1/1 � ':';' D, 
" 

'.0< I> I.' �C> 
Hold . 

Same, for lower signal level 1001( 

I.' 90' " 

• 1/1 " '''I -

leo, 

0-{)+--
Sample Hold Amplifier (Driven Gate) 

leo, .001 

b�1 / ) -� I leo, 

� +/ • • 
. - • • �ompl. 

Hold 

J 1 J � 

(Illustration of somple hold circuit.) 
This circuit ;, often coiled integrator mem ory: 
When the switch is closed the capacitor is cho rged 
by the first amplifier. When the switch opens Ihe 
integrator holds the voltage until the switch is cl oled 
again. 

Passive gate provides Input 

output of Eh. - 2 Ed for 
each sample, where Ed is 
forward drop of gate 
diodes. Advantage of pos· Sampl. I 
sive gate is that "sample" command h 
command + and - pulses pul,e 
need "01 be perfectly 
balanced since 01 and O2 
simply disconnect during 
"somple" time. output 

I r 
, 

If diode forward drop is significant in the ci rcuit 
above, gain may be added to input omplifie , 10 
minimize this effect . 

A, above, b" battery provides "hold" volt age; 
balanced "sample" pulses obtained via pulse tr ans-
former. Battery voltage must be lorger then expe cted 
input voltoge; "sample" command pulse larger than 
battery voltage. Battery may be eliminated if s om-
pling rate is high and hold time is not long: 

1(QD 
fl� .. , > E(. ma". 



Notes 



SAMPLING OSCILLOSCOPE TECHNIQUES 5-1 

Processing of Equ ivalent-Time Signals In  Real Time. 

Sampling Integration 

Sompting Scope Smoothing Amp 

(661) .001 
" 

.'M 

[> 

.'M 
-

Vert. 
5i9· 
0"' 

DC - IKMC 
1 - e - TS I 

GI,) - ---
SeT,S + 1)  nS + 1 

Sampled-pulse Integration 

from C 

6" [> • 
E,. 

+ 

SWP. y! 
GATE � 

Sampled-pulse Differentiation 

1 1  
l OOpf 

I M  

from 

[> 

.01 .61 IM IOK 

fi� 

Possible risetime c�7pensation circuit 

C. 

C, IM 

IM .i " , 

[> 

El • ....,. 
1001( IM 

toK 1 1  

,!:- �: 

Integrator 

1 1  .001 
" 

lOOK 
[>4 

K 

, 

E. 

t I  
417� 
IM 

[> 

E. 

1 1  
47 

lOOK 

[> 
E. 

Notes 

Sampled-dota contain many higher frequency com-
ponents os well as desired lower frequency signols. 
In many operations, it may be necessa ry to insert 0 
smoothing amplifier before dOing 0 linear operation. 
It ;, possible 10 integrate a repetitive signol 10 
approximately 1 kmc using sampling scope vertical 
signol out. 
For differentiation and integration it may be neces-
sory to drive sampling oscilloscope horizontal with 
slow external ramp 10 
equivalent-time scaling 

Sampled-pulse may be in-
legraled 10 obtain area of 
'he pulse ;0 volt sec. 
Proper scaling factor to 
convert reol time to som-
pling time ;, necessory; 
real: equivalent l ime 
rotio must be held con-
stonl. For details of gating 
circuit, see goled integro-
tor (page 2-4). 

Differentiation of sampled 
pulse may be performed 
after passing the sampled 
signal through Cl smooth-
ing amplifier. 

Additional H. f. limiting CIRCUIT " necessary '" 
differentiation. Here again, 
lime-sealing factor must be 
held constant '" sampling 
oscilloscope. 

This arrangement can pro· 
vide possible risetime im-
provement, however this 
type of compensation ;, 
applicable only to a given 
frequency ood 0 given 
sweep speed. 

force 0 fixed real-time 
factor (See Appendix), 

. .... 
E,. -_. __ .. . . .  _ _ .. .. _ -
E. 11 

E,. - . . .  _ .. 

E" 

E,. 
......... - . . 

, 

; , 

... . ... .. . .  -

.' .. _----. 

� 



Notes 



WAVEFORM GENERATION 6-1 

l. F. Function Generators 

Triangle, Square, Sawtooth Pulse Generator 

Squore 
Wove Out 

nn.. 

100 k 

10K 

• 

'--_/ �---I<J-v-A""!'2�O S, 
.isetime approx, 1 Ji.Sr-____ -I 

• 
100 k 

c 

A 

100 k 

Notes 

Combining on integrator and 0 bistoble comparator, 
precise low frequency waveforms con be generated. 
Operational amplifier B is working os 0 bistoble 
comparator which switches when input reaches 
+ or - 1 0  volts for ± 10 volts square wove output. 

Trigngle 
Wgve Out 

(0) 

Normal waveforms 01 (a) and (b) or. 

_--IIlf--lU--I-'+ 10v 
(b) � - l Ov 

4RC 

(b) ____ .�--�N-------�--�----------��--� When switch S, is dosed. � 1O. 

±;10v 
Zene. 

Stair-step Generator 

ill 
E" 

1 0  k 

Two Zene. diodes mgy be used: 

0, 

c, 

KC, E. per step " CJ 

Or::!: Zoner. 

(0') -

(b') LLL 

- lOv 

+ 10v 
- I Ou 

2RC 

This arrangement provides a convenient laboratory 
stair-step generator useful in applications such as  
pulse rate countdown, transistar base drive, or 
pulse-controlled time base. 

Amplifier A operates os a pulse integrator and 
amplifier B functions os a bistable comparator. 

El. Through use of the trigger selector switch, the cir
cuit can operate in either a repetitive or triggered /1rmOde. 

A >-4-----�--------------r--o E" 

0, 
0, 

10k .00t 

100 k F---1�-'VVv�l>/-rlf-o/ 
± 1 0v lOOK 

ill 
Exl. Trig. (Single trigger should be - going.) 

0, = very low leok(lge silicon diodes (Type 6045 or equiy.1 

0, = Any signal diodes (T12G or equiv.) 

Trigger 
Selector 
Switch 

STAIR·STEP Generolor 5 v{cm 



6-2 WAVEFORM GENERATION 

Sine Wave Generators 

L.F. Sine Generator 
Ge Diodel + 

lSv "Soft" 

r'_-_-,_·_'-·e __ 
• 

__ ---<{� �-' 
e 
'I 

I,e 
7 e 

I 1·/, 
7 I I�:C>�--------��'OO� 

� !STABIUTYI ' lOK 
7 

Notes 

A very low frequency sinewave can be generated 
with twin T filter network in the feedback loop of on 
operational amplifier. Positive feedback is provided 
to sustain oscillation. Amplitude is controlled by the 
nonlinear impedance of zener diode in the negative 
feedba.ck. Adjust STABILITY control for stoble output 
ond best woveshope. 

, . -'_ 21TlitC 

Zener type should be selected for 0 gradual ("soft") 
knee. If an outpuT amplitude of 4v p-p is adequate, 
Type RT-6 double Zener may be used 10 replace 
bridge circuit. Reject Zener diodes (High dynamic 
impedance) often work quite well. 



WAVEFORM GENERATION 6-3 

Arbitrary Function Genemtors 

Segments function generator 

10' 

SlOPE G> '  A IOO.150y � I 10' 

200K + 
D. � �' j , 

D .• ; 200K + V � J 
+ 

D, 200K 

� 4 
200K + 

, , , 

� I I D" -.� v.to, I .  

'DO' + 

9 Diodes, 0. 10 0'0 are 12 to 
15v zena. diodes For I DOy law-
tooth, use a·IOy zen •• diode •. 

Segments function generator (Independent Segments) 

. 

��, lV�: 
, f/\ , , , , , '-- - - - - - --'  

Notes 

, . 1�4 , I 
�--.!.7_�. -----:_ 9 I D 

Straight line approximated function con be gener
aTed with the oid of zener diodes and potentiometers. 
Zen er diodes ore normally cut-off. As sowtooth is 
applied zener diodes stort conducting at even 
voltage intervals. 
Slope of eoch segment is adjusted by the potenti
arne'e'l. Note that no external voltoges ore required. 
except the sweep sawlooth. 

Segment slopes in the above circuit ore addiTive. To 
obtain more independent adjustment of segments 
2-IQ, cancelling signal is fed back to earlier-segment 
potentiometers. 



6-4 WAVEFORM GENERATION 

Arbitrary Function Generators- Optical Techniques 

Simple System 

-r- CRT 

Vertical Amp 

Differentiol Fos! System 

CuI out mQ$k 

output 

A • 11 
-

-
- --- _ H - 0 ""'.-- ----- �. ��- -V 0 -� - - - -

V --�:t�id filters to CRr 

Vertical Amp. 

Mask Cutting 

Notes 

A light sensitive element is placed in front of the CRT 
and the mask. If the beam is above the mask,a nega
tive signal will be produced to force the beam to 
move down. Normally the beam is positioned above 
the mask so thot beam always tries to go up; how
ever, the light feedback does not allow the beam to 
show loo much. As a result the beam follows the cui 
out mask. DC coupled signal can be obtained at the 
output of operational amplifier. 

When using the simple system the spot size has to be 
made small to obtain good resolution, but when it is 
operated at 0 low light level it will suffer in speed. 

The differential system incorporates palaroid filter 
masks and two light sensing elements. Substantial 
improvement in speed and resolution may be 
expected. 

When the beom spot is in H plane the light is sensed 
by light sensor A. B will not receive light since the 
filter is out of phose. Thus the signal from A will 
force the beam to move down. If the beam spot is 
in V plane it, likewise, will be forced upward by B. 

The light is picked up differentially and the beam 
is moved push-pull action. With a codmium sulfide 
photocell (Cloirex Cl-404) response is limited to the 
millisecond region. Faster respanse may be obtained 
from vacuum phototubes, phototransistors ar phota
multipliers, at increased cost. System is ultimately 
limited by oscilloscope delay line, phosphor risetime 
and decay, etc.; I !Lsec response is probably the 
practical limit. 

Suggested application: integration or differentia· 
tion of photographed or drawn waveforms or shapes. 

The mask can be under cuI to improve response time. 
The polaroid filter may be cuI by using a hot resist
ance wire; the temperature can be adjusted by 
controlling current. 



SEMICONDUCTOR STUDIES 7-1 

Tunnel Diode Studies -Curve Tracing 

Tunnel Diode $tobililY .. 

'" S Z '" - " C 

� 
, 000 

Tunnel Diode E-I curve IK T.O. JIG 

� - 0. 10, H.f. ,.,mination 'OOK �X networkl 470 - 1 /LI f3Y 

T.O. 

' ,", 
7 Sn 

IK r IOfLfd 

'00' lOO. 
/ cu .... "1 current 7 lampling .8.1110. 7 119; out 

Tunnel Diode d,d,. curve ,./ 
lOp' l i " 

'M 

�I 0·501. .�1 
� 

Notes 

Tunnel diode stability criteria ore given 

• - 0 . _ _ ,_ 
"(dC It -='Y d 11 = CD 

OSC. STABLE SWITCH 

� • 
Q. (can b. mad. conditionally stabl. 

01 low ''''quenc.,.) 

Operational amplifier with additional E. F. con drive 
tunnel diode with very low impedance. 
T.D. jig stabilizes diode a. high frequency. Thus 
tunnel diode may be driven by very slow ramp. 

I 
E.' curve 

I� 1 
E 

Linear drive of tunnel diode allows differentiation 
of current to obtain dl/dE curve, plotted against E 
(oscilloscope sawtooth). Input 10 differentiator i, 
current signal output from curve·trocer above. 
IOpf capacitor compensates .h. differentiator; 
50K pot reduces system noise. 

dl dl 

/ 

dE - I 
-
dE 

Conductonce 1\ Curve + 0 � -

Tunnel diode quantum phenomenon may be ob· 
served at very low temperature. 
Some tunnel diodes in liquid Helium indicate wiggles 
on the conductance curve. 

dl 
dE 

I, E nol lo Ical. 



7-2 SEMICONDUCTOR STUDIES 

Tunnel Diode Studies, Switching characteristics 

Tunnel Diode Switching 
large /it 

E, E. 
• 

• 

'< '" 

�r c" � 7 

e" - Equivalent diode capacity 

Block Diogram 

• ">(). '< E" 
tnlegralion +'<?'-

" 
I(E,,) 

Analog Solution of Risetime* 

c 

' "  

> E" 
'" I 

lOOK j -[:>-s:' � T.D. Jig 

r--;: 
l 

lOOK T oi , 
lOOK 

lOOn I" 

I" � 

"It is ponible to compute diode copocitance from diode switching time. 

Notes 

Assumptions: 
1) lead inductance negli- • gib le. I" = F(eD) 
2) Diode capacitance os· -........... 

tumed constant. 
3) Constant current cp-

I� 

plied 10 the diode. ) 
I _ applied current, I" = diode current. 
le - (v.rent to <hQrge diode capacity 

Summing all the current at the node of Eo, we hove 
I - le - 10 = 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

le = I - In 

E. - En I � 
R 

le = C 
JdEO " dl 

Iv = F (ED) 

Integrating (3) 

Eo = zf,c d, 

Substituting eq. (10) 

Eo = 
�J

(I -

. . . . . • . . . . . .  1 0  

. • . . . . . . . . . .  2 

• . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
. . . . . • . . . . . .  4 

• • . • • . • . . . . .  5 

/1)) d, . . . . . . . . .  . . .  50 

The equations (4) and (Sa) are represented by the 
block diagram, and operational amplifier circuit is 
shown at left. 

.lh7 E" 

_- - - -1 -
I 

If the integrating capacitor C is chosen 0.01 J.dd for 
diode capacitance, Co, 1 pf; the scaling factor will 
be 1 nsec real time equal to 1 0  msec analog time. 

E" 



SEMICONDUCTOR STUDIES 7-3 

Voltoge-Current Conversions 

5emicondIXtor leokoge & Capocitance 
Measurement-Precalibroled Drive. 

A 10C).lS0v 
o. - 2·1.., ... I CAL 

E,. P, 

50K 

10 v/cm 

VA, 
90K �m 

10K 

� 

(shield) 
I · ... ... - --• ' " -e:. �--

I �� • _ _ _  .1 _ _ _  · , 
-,----

[> '. 
R, R, 

For RJ = IOM, R, = 90K, R. = IOK 
E" = 1 OOmv/nonoampere 

___ V opplied 

------200 msec/cm (leakage) 
- - - - - -2 msec/cm (eapocil"n,. + leakage) 

Vertical displClcement of trace at foster sweep indicates junction 
co.,.i!"n,. 

c '" ' <lltde _ "T'"."'!.�d::;.�p:':.:"::m'i''i"�."X::.:TC;m:"."'C�m" 
Horizontal Volts/Cm 

In ... ample shown, C = !""eA,-,X;,""m", .. ", --, pf. .. 
Indication will be in  error (especially at start of trace) 
if sowtooth attenuator is not compensated or jf sweep 
is operated at a high rep rale. 

Semiconductor Leokage & Capacitance 
- Uncalibrated drive with monitor. 

E, 

-= 

A 6061 
r-_�I�M�_��---15>--.L.o 

EOA = 10MVlvd'f� 

E,. 
'0' 

50K 

--_. - -. .  ' -�-:-- --,- --· · • • • · · • 
i , -- ---
-

� __ �_---1Is>B (as above) 

V R, 

R, 

Notes 

Oscilloscope sawtooth provides both horizontal 
deflection and calibrated drive to junction under 
test. Slow sweep (e.g., 200 msec/cm) provides verti
cal deflection proportional to leakage; vertical dis
placement of trace at foster sweep (e.g., 2 msec/cm) 
is proportional to capacitance. 
Divider RI - Rz permits Nanoampere sensitivity with 
reasonable values of RJ. Diode 0, (use Iow-capaci
tance type) prevents slight negative quiescent level 
of sawtooth from forward-biasing junction under 
test. 

Construction of test jig is quite critical. Leakage and 
capacitance paths must be to ground, not terminal
to terminal. Tektronix Pin 432-032 diode-holder may 
be used if mounted to ground plane with lorge 
binder-head screw, thus: 

Both test jig and Rf should be shielded for high
sensitivity measurements. 

System errors: 
Use of divider RIR2 to ground causes some input 
current to flow through Rf and divider to ground 
(negligible jf K < 20). Actual error is 

___ ;-�K�R�f:-;-____ where K 
KRf + (RJ + :1) (1 - A) 

Error due to division of feedback voltoge 

(Open loop goin A is negative) . 

K - 1 
is � 

R2 may be reduced in value and podded to correct 
accumulated sy5tem and tolerance errors: 



7-4 SEMICONDUCTOR STUDIES 

Zener Diode Tests 

Noise Choracteristics 
R, 

100·150" 

" _ 0-_-,  

Zener Noise Measurement 

R, 

--

Notes 

Variation of Zener noise with current may be evalu
ated by driving Zener with current sowtooth, 
differentiating output. 

Zener current = 
Example; Motorolo 1/4 M10Z10: 
Verticol, I V/cm; Horizontal, 1 3v/cm. 
RI = 70K, Cj = .001, RI = 200K. Noise minimum at 
500p.o. 
(Not 011 zener diodes show these minima), 

o 1 3  26 39 52 65 '" 

I,... 

I 
'l 0 43 230 410 600 790 

.Q 
1.85 ma 

Actuol (pop) amplitude of Zener noise is obtained by 

adding Rj• Eo = � (En&lle), for mid-band components. 



SEMICONDUCTOR STUDIES 7-5 

Transistors Notes 

.� v� I� +V� • Differentiation of collector woveform os bose current 
(NPN) j 

[5 

I ;, linearly increased provides verticol deflection 

A f., " proportional to 13. Horizontal deflection represents 
T()()"150v C 011 Vet!, Ice points olong RI, load-line. ( 0 f3 = - foR, ( l OT) 

h. To V.rt .. (K,8) RI Cl RI. Ed 
Where Ed is 'he voltage of Ell/ at l OT, and T is the 
sowtooth time/cm setting. 

To Horiz 
(Vc. '<I 

E,. » V� -- -

'0 V. I. V� " For PNP, base drive must be inverted. Beta is coleu-
(PHP) 200K loted os above. 

100-150\1' '" >� Example: 2N970, Vet: 6", RI. Ik, Ed, 3Ov, Time/Cm 0.1 A � 150K 11 
msec/cm, R" 500K, C" .00 I lLf, vertical sensitivity 
2 v/cm. 

'�. lM V�(··) "'- .0 r\ 20-3Ov .0 
f, I 

'0 

'0 
To Horiz � 0 - " (mo) 0 0.' J.2 I.. , .. 3.0 3.' •. , ••• 5.4 6.0 -

V,(v} • , .. ••• •. , 3.' 3.0 , .• I .  • J.2 0.' 0 



Notes 



8-H loop Plotting 

B·H Curve Plotting 

• 

E/- K' N! � 
6.Jv AC NI � N. 

:� I' �II� , I-t � E. '.fl�� � 
Current sampling 

rl,lllor. I _ !.!. _ Er 
• I. 

IM 

COMPONENT TESTS 8-1 

C 

[) E. • 
to V,,,. 

lM Int,grator 
LF. Rei 

r"1d I Cpl. 

� H 

ta Honz. 

Notes 

8fT 
..---

H 

Secondary voltage E2 is El = K2 N2 cJ1f. 
If we integrate £2, the output of the integrator 
will be proportional to flux </>: 

f. = 
-1 JK N £!i d  = - KtN2P 

° RC 2 2 d, ' RC 

E. 

Since flux density B = <PIA, where A is cross-sec-
. - K 4  . .  honol oreo of core, B = K2NtA . MagnetiZing force 

KINI I 
H = -y-- where .£ is the flux poth length. With 

100 current sampling resistor in primary, 

I = Er 
d H = K\N,Er 

1 0  
on 

10.£ 

If oreo A cnd length .c ore given in square meters 
cnd meters respectively, K\ = K2 = I .  



8-2 COMPONENT TESTS 

I NDUCTOR MEASUREMENTS 

Indue'or Evaluation 

". 
" 

E" 

L:! " . uu�uu 
',. -

Practical 
Indudaf 

<, 
" 1 - - - - -11-- - - ., 

J " 
I 

I 
I 
I , 

I 
I 

" I , 

� 
Vc,.,.� 

C, R, 
(C, ... 3pf) 

Notes 

Evaluation of step response indicates effective RI. 
and Cl. components: 

T is 0-63% or 1 00-37%. 

�,�_l_ E,.RI i E,," 
" 

i�� RL + /tf 
., + Rt 

R, > 0 

��-' � -- E,..R' 
'" " 

R, - O 



COMPONENT TESTS 8 -3 

Resistance Measurements 

Conventional Resistors 0, 
10K - IM, ::!: 1% 

Colib,ator 

1 ... p_p ::!: 2% 

[> JUl 0 I 
(Source Z, 

300n) 
0 

E. ", ; volt. p - p, 
Voltoge Coefficient (O-lOOv) <, C�M . .  

RJ - R/lOO . - - - - - ..... � - - - - .., 
, " , , , , , Aloo.1SOv 

� K C, I 0 I v:/ .. , , , , , , v.: , . ' L _ _ _ _  � "',!.. _ _ _ _  , 
"" , 

E. 

� 1 '·I.5· 

Nonlinear Resistance (Varistor) 

� 1(10.150 ... 

rl 0 f-
0, > c, 

(50K_IM) � 

" r- -- ---- ..... "i --- - -- -I , D, , , :--------if-- - - - - -� 
r Cl I , , , 

0, 

> 
E,.(max) 

I..... .. RI 

E. 
To V.rt 

To Ho,il. 
(50 ... max.) 

Notes 

For output 0·10'1, meosurement accuracy is essen-
tiolly the loler�nce of the calibrator voltoge and 
resistor used for RI' Using oscilloscope calibrator and 
O-Unit internal R" accurocy is 3% or beNer for 
volues 50K-J OM. For values < 50K, drive unknown 
with Xl amplifier. 

Resistor voltage coefficient may be determined by 
differentiating 0 romp, the linearity of which is con· 
trolted by resistor under tesl. Cl may be used to limit 
noise; Diode D, prevents sowtooth flyback from 
causing overload. 

First operational amplifier applies linear ramp of 
current to varistor used 0 '  Rf· Voltage across 
voristor ;, used fa, horizontal deflection. Output 
of differentiator is proportional to R. (Use slow saw-
tooth) Diode Dr prevents flyback overloads; capacitor 
Cl (0::( Cr) may be used to reduce noise. 

0 

t ��, 
5 I. • 5. 

E 



8-4 COMPONENT TESTS 

Capacitance Measurement (1  pf-l OILf) 

Basic idea 

Cgpocity lOOp' - . 1JLf 

o�-�I!I-�O 
o�-�I(I-�O 

E, 

C, 
E. - - c; Ero 

I z, I 
.1�fd 

100 pf 

� o
"

�I":-"�-----1�>, ,-p-_--
p
-""--.

"
-,o

p
",

P
� 

(Use LF. ",. 1 cp •. ) full wal. lIonol to C.:r 

Wide Ran� Capacity IMf., 
(Ipf to 10/ot'j 

Cglib.glg. 

,- ---------
, , , , , , 

lOOK 

C, 

.S-I.5 
:rero'" , 

--j(--- _ ! 

nru : 100K � 
unity go

;'::'>

,

-

.

-

m

"'

p

-

.

--
' 

z, Output 
I V  f",1I 

8>\ 
Scale 

rUl 
USE LF. REJ. 

!C :" 

Notes 

When capacitors are placed in input and feedback, 
it will make on amplifier. Goin of this a mplifier is 
- CI/C,. ratio of input C to the feedback C. Since 
the output voltage of the amplifier is proportional 
to the Cl, it is possible to measure capacitance. 
Theoretically, this amplifier should hove de response 
but drift and leakage limit the low frequency 
response. For high frequency, charging current 
limits the response - use smaller C. 

Unknown capacitor is compared to the precision 
internol feedback capacitor. When unknown Cz is 
some os feedback Cl the output voltage is 1 volt. 
The output voltoge con be monitored by scope or 
meter. The calibrator impedance is too high to drive 
higher capacitance; therefore. vse of isolation ampli· 
fier is recommended os shown below. 
(use integrator LF. rej. at I cps.) 

Careful arrangement enables capacitance measure
ment for values of 1 pf to 1 01Lf. 

RANGE Cat � ---
a . IOld 
O ·  IILf 
D ·  .1 
D • .  01 
D ·  .001 
Q - l oopf 
0 - IOpf· 

I Om" 
. 1 v  
. 1 v  
. 1 v  
I v 
10. 
10. 

. I 

. 1  

.01 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.0001 

• to com,.Mat. strGy capacity, odjult neutrali11nll C '0' lel"O C 
output Indlc .. tion. 
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COMPONENT TESTS 8-5 

Dielectric Tests Notes 

Voltage coefficient (O-100v) ",r ,- - - --.1t" -- - --I 
, , , 

., �} lOOc=_lSOv cQ-4: 
---1>>---+-<>: y 

c ., -E. 
R,(dEr./dt) 

Internal Resistance (Series) 

c 

--

leakage 

+ l oo.  (a. other t.st voltage) 

, , 
L _ _ _ _  .k,.� _ _ _  � , -. 

-. , r - - -1...�- - - -' 
, , 
, , 
I R, I 
, , 

I •• 2-�.:! :----,i(--- : 
,
/ In$tall /' 

O-"""t-��:' -I> :, I Cha.ge I , , >-.1-0 I Measu •• I , , !.. _ _ _ _  .J 

0, U Si 

"Charg." and "measure" positions 
mar be made spring-retum fa. saf.ty. 

90. 

I.M I., 

Voltage coefficient of capadtors from ' pf to 250 pJ 
may be evoluoted by proper selection of sweep 
time/cm and Rft using oscilloscope sowtoolh. 
Horizontal calibration wilt depend on individual 
oscilloscope. Sweep repetition rote must be made 
very low (long hold-oH) for lorge value copocitors. 

101.p'., ' ••• ".dl El t c 
10 I •• 

Reed relay is opened iusl before SQwtoolh reaches 
peak. Internal resistance in capocitor will covse 
negative step following relay opening. Slidebock 
arrangement allows detailed analysis of slep. 

Er. ". (t", + E� 
Ramp duration '" l' 
Me,"ure l' to 0.37 'I 

(I) 

! " lc, 
E, -
dEr. 

R C Tt '  , 
, - . 

12) 

c,n ., te, 
E, = "!" R,C. 

l' � R!C, 

131 

.. � c�yc, 

, - . ---( C,C, ) 
C3 + C. 

If Ez is due to condition 3 (Soak), capacitor will show 
buildup of open-circuiT voltage after ropid discharge. 

High-sensitivity measurements are mode possible 
by divided feedback. For values shown, sensitiviTy 
is Iv  output per 1 0  nA leakage. 50 mv resolution = 
500pA, or O.2Xl 012n for I OOv Test voltage. Pre
cautions must be token to ovoid excessive noise. 
Diode Or and Resistor Rr protect against breakdown. 
C� reduces noise. 
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MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS 9-1 

Velocity Acceleration Studies Notes 

Velocity plot .�l 
,- incremental 

' "  
lOOK � 

Rotan 

[>V.,M;" 

'. L .. • > 
10K � IOK 

19 time 

I ,.2 J -
-

Rotational velocity may be obtained by integrating 
From ,,,,",duct. and Malo. Pulle rote integrator pulse rate, using the ROTAN ,0  incremento I pulse. 

Acceleration plot 

1 Mo, , 

t� 
c � time 

I •• Acc.l.rotlon V.I�city � 
," �nliQtor 

Velocity signal is differentiaTed 10 obtain ceceler-
noi ... luppreSlor otion. 10K resistor ;, added '0 suppress noise. 

Speed - Torque Plot 

X Y plot of veloc.ity and O(c,I •• o'ion g;lIe, 0 Ip •• d-torque 
plot. A typical motor charocteristic may b. obtained by slo,'· I ing Gnd stopping the motor and observing the torque sp •• d • � choraderisfiC$. , a • 

e 

/ ; SPEED .......... 
-- ---.-- - -' 

"-
POWER ON power off (START) 



9-2 MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS 

Risetime Beam Intensifier Notes 

Risetime irttensifier 
A differentiator con be vsed os 0 bec m intensifier _

VI in certain experimental set ups. Scope vertical signal � 
out con provide signal to the differentiator and the 
output is fed to the CRT cathode. A word of coution; 
vert. signal output should not be monitored by the 
some scope. Possible oscillation may result. 

R(.5M) 

from !KO'-
C 

C> 

0 I 
vert;col 10 CRT 
Ilg. out cathod. 

Rise and Fall time intensifier 
Applying signal to the both positive and negotive 
grid, both rise ond fall time <on b. intensified. 

�� K Input V 1\ 

� 
-

v Output 

(.5M) --

Intensity control " 1/1 If 'he cathode is over-driven 0 serious defocusing " " .001 may result. Thus some means of moximum intensity N limiter is desired. In this circuit biased diodes limit 
the output swing to prevent defocusing. 

cs 

I 
Input [ \ 0 0 

� + � 
- Output �[ 
lOOK 0 

lOOK 
- 6. 



MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS 9-3 

Phase - Plane Plot 

20'1 from 
cQlibrolor 

7.SK 

To CRT Cathod. 

1800 

Diode IOOpf r-lf--l.-.j 

33mh 

I .002 

(Circuil U ... d.r Study) 

lOOK 

To Vertical 

To Horilontol 

Notes 

In  studying system stability of control systems or 
feedback systems, transient response is often 
employed. If Q non-linear element is involved in 0 
system, stability criteria usually become quite com
plex, and analysis is normally li.:oiled to linear 
approximations, 

A phose plane plot can overcome some of this 
limitation since it con present the stability, as well 
as the nature of non-linearity. 

As on illustration, the effect of resistive and diode 
damping on on lCR circuit is compared in a fron
sienl response display and a phose plane plol. 
Circuit values ore chosen such that the diode does 
not conduct very heavily and it is very difficult to 
distinguish non-linearity in the transient response 
display. However, when the original (transient 
response) signal is plotted against the differentiated 
signal, the nan-lineor effect is easily observed. 
(See photos below.) 

10 k Damping 
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GENERALIZED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

Transfer Functions, Eo/El"" 

G(o) =  -J,: <it.) '" -K(T. - 1) 

0, 

0, 

0, > 11 " 
C 

k "" �  
0, 

- . �.) .. -;- - . �" ", .(Ts , ) 

11 � 

> ° • 
• 

l e, 
" = ...!... -

RC -

�,, - - .. - , �.l .. 4",1 ° 

C > ,. ,. 
0 I ± "  --

k .. RC 

- . - ', �., .. (1. - 1) C G1d - ,.  •• t + k"s + 1 
11 " 

" 
" 

0, > I -
Ic = � -

0, 
T = RIC 

1 0-1 

0, 

[> 

" "' � 
0, 

T .. RIC 

C, 

[> 

k = 2RC, 
RC, T - -, 

ryi --

[> 

T a  RC 

0. C. 

1 1  

> 

0. 

c, 

'. (.... ) k, .. R"k1 - R.R3C,C" Ic� = R, + R3 + IIi C, 
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APPENDIX 

Semiconductors: 
Some of the semiconductors referred to in these noles 
ore non-registered tYpes selected for special character
istics and available only from the original manufacturers. 

Germanium, General Purpose Signal Diodes: 

Tl2G (Transitron, ROytheOn» ) 
HD2607 (Hughes) 
CGD·1075 (Clevite) 
Type 6075 

EO-2007 (Erie Resistor Corp.) 
OR-1A6 (General Instruments) } 
HD2948 (Hughes) 
T13G (Tronsilron) 

PIV 

75v 

25v 

ISv 

1O-25v 

25v 

In  0 few coses (Types 6045, 6061, 6075), the diodes 
referred to ore mode 10 Tektronix specifications, and may 
be procured in small quontities from Tektronix if suitoble 
equivalents ore not locolly available. 

Fwd mo leakoge Procure 

20 mo 30 JLa@IOv . locally 

40 ma 1 0  JLa@ 6v Tektronix 
(152-0075-00) 

5 mo 1 0  JLa@ 6v locoliy 

40 mo 1 0  JLO@ 6v locally 

50 mo 2 JLo@IOv locally 

Silicon Signal Diodes (low leakage or high voltage): 
HD5000 (Hughes) IDv 
6045 125 ... 

���94 (Rheem) } 
E02927 (Erie) 
(502800 (Clevite) 

200v 

G-130 (Texos Instruments) "log Diode", "Stobistor", 

Zener Diodes: 
Voltoge Current U •• 

±6v· 25 ma RT6* 
6v 60 ma I N753 
7v 30 ma l N707 

10v 25 ma '/4MIOZIO 
ISv 15 ma I N7 1 8A 

*Double Zener 

Transistors: 

1 2  mo 
40 ma 

100 ma 

Toleronce 
±I v 

5.6-6.8v 
6.2-8.0v 
±IO% 
±5% 

0.2 JLo@ 5v 
.002 JLO@ 9v 

5 JLa@175v 

Mfr. 
Hoffmon 
Texas Instrs. 
Hoffman 
Motorola 
Pocific 

locolly 
Tektronix 

( 152-0045-00) 

Tektranix 
( 152-0061-00) 

ar locolly 
loca�y 

Procure 
locally 
locally 
Locally 
Locally 
Locally 

2N1 304 } . 
2N I 305 Generol lnstrument, Raytheon, Sylvanla, Texos Instrs. 

Procure 

Locally 

;����B } (Motorola, Fairchild) may be substituted for { ;� : ;6� } in -:- 2 Multivibrotor circuit 

for Higher speed operation. Procure locally ;�: ;6� } May also be used in -:- 2 Multivibrator. 

Selected Diodes: 
The wideband logarithmic amplifier requires careful 
selection and matching of diodes to obtain calibrated 
symmetricol output. 

If unidirectional operation only is needed, only half the 
diodes ore needed - selected on the basis of the criteria 
below. If symmetrical operation is needed, the selected 
diodes mu SI be further matched in pairs. 

Selection Criteria (DC) 
Matching Criteria: 

Match Forward 
Drop Within: 

.004v 
Circuit location, Type 
Input ED-2007 

(Erie Resistor Corp.) 

Feedback ED·2oo7 

Feedback HD·5000 
(Hughes) 

@ I fwd 
1 0  JLa 
1 0 ma 

1 0  JLO 
I mo 

1 0 /La 
100 JLa 

Select for Forward Drop 
0.1 0-0. 13v 
0.35·0.50v 

0.10·0.13v 
0.25·0.30v 

0.25·0.40v 
0.35-0.50v 

.01 v 

.004v 
.01 v 

. 1 0  v 

.01 v 

1 1 - 1  



Typically, it takes about 10 EO-2007's to obtain two 
matched pairs and 5 HO-5000's to obtain one matched 
pair . •  

Precision Resistors: 
Precision carbon-film a�d metal film resistors in I % and 
closer tolerance ore available from most electronics 
suppliers at 0 cost of 50 cents to $ 1 .50 each. Use of 
smallest sizes (VIW, V4W, etc.) compatible with power 
requirements is recommended for high-speed work. Use 
of large "meter" type wirewound precision resistors is 
not recommended for fast work because of excessive 
capacitance and (in some cases) inductance. 

Oscilloscope Modifications: 
A slight modification of your oscilloscope may facilitate 
use of the Type O-Unit for some applications. Extensive 
modification should not be undertaken without consult
ing your local field engineer, however. 

+Gate Output Modification: 
For gated-integrator operation, it may be desirable to 
hove the +Gate output from your oscilloscope drop to 
a negative DC level of 2 or 3 vohs between sweeps, to 
avoid the use of a battery or integrating network to obtain 
this negative voltage. It is possible to modify your instru
ment os shown in the following schematic. 
To modify the output, add a resistor between the cathode 
of the +Gate output cathode follower and - 1 5Ov, the 
value of the resistor about 60 times the value of the 
cathode resistor already in the circuit. 
Example: 

Type 545A or 535A, +Gote, Sweep A: 

� � � ;:::: • 
> 

• .:.. 
7 ..., 

.A I , V193A --- Yl 60J8 

� 8 + Gat. > $w •• p A 

.. > R194 > 4.7K .... - - - - - - - - , , , � Add 
I 270K . < , � YtW 1 0 %- , -, � , L.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -� 

- 1 50v 

• YI.ld flgu." a,.. for diod •• manufat.tu.ed In 1963 and .arl1.r. 
YI.ld flgu,.. for mo.. ...:.nt p.odudlon app.oach nro for Ih. 
EO-2007 b.cau •• of modlfl.d forwa,d charad.,i.tic. in this typ •. 
Inlt.ad of H05000 dlod.l. l N3605 diodn IG.E.I may be used wilh 
.om. mod1fJcollon of circulI valun. Th.r. I, no .ntirely ad.qual. 
comm.,(lally avallabl. lubltltul. for the .orly EO-1007, but by 
•• I.cllng ... 1110. valu •• ond acc.pting lom. r.duction In op.rational 
accuracy, adequal. performance for many application. may b. 
obtained from .. I.ct.d EO-2007'1 of curr.nt manvfadv" o r  from 
other .Imllar germanium dlod •• ,uch a. Ih. n3G. 

1 1 - 2  

DC Calibrator Output: 

In most Tektronix oscilloscopes manufactured since 1960, 
the square-wove calibrator pentode section is 0 Type 
6AU6, and so is individually removable (not so in earlier 
instruments using the triode-pentode Type 6US). Removal 
of this tube causes the calibrator output to fly up to its 
precalibrated value and hold this OC level. Reference 

DC levels from + 0.2 mv to + 100 v may thus be obtained 
from the front-panel calibrotor output connector for use 
in operational amplifier applications. Current capabilities 
of this circuit are limited, however. Although up to 5 ma 
may safely be drown from the + 100 v position, the high 
impedance divider may be damaged if the 50 v position 
is heavily loaded. Accurate calibrated output will be 
available only into high (meg ohm) impedances. 

Negative reference voltages up to - 50 v may be obtained 
by processing the + DC voltage from the modified cali
brator through 0 - 1 amplifier (one operational amplifier 
set up with RI = 1 M, R, = 1 M). Core should be exercised 
to avoid driving the amplifier with more than 50 v or 
overloading the output (5 ma max). 

Where currents in excess of 5 ma are required, external 
supplies should be used, to ovoid overloading the regu
lated DC supplies in the oscilloscope or damaging internal 
components. 

Obtaining Time Scaling Factors 
From Sampling Oscilloscopes 

In integrating or differentiating waveforms obtained from 
the vertical signal output of sampling oscilloscopes. it is 
essential to preserve a known and stable real-time: 
equivalent time ratio, or scaling foetor. The operations 
performed by the operational amplifier ore in real time; 
the information contained in the sampling oscilloscope 
output is in equivalent time. 

Unless some means is employed to force a fixed real time: 
equivalent time ratio, the ratio will be dependent on the 
repetition rote of the signal being sampled. up to about 
100 KC; above this point by the sampling-rote limiter in 
the sampling' oscilloscope. An erratic pulse repetition or 
sampling rate may cause significant errors . 

To force a fixed relationship between real and equivalent 
time, it is only necessary to drive the external horizontal 
input (external scan) of the sampling oscilloscope with the 
real-time sawtooth of the oscilloscope used with the opera· 
tional amplifier. The real-time sawtooth should be properly 
attenuated so that it provides the some display on both 
the sampling and the real-time oscilloscopes when the 



sampling oscilloscope vertical signal output is displayed 
on the reol�time oscilloscope. The real-time sweep should 
be made slow enough to provide about 100 samples/cm 
or more on the sampling oscilloscope, particularly during 
differentiation. The horizontal scaling factor under these 
circumstances becomes the ratio of time/cm switch settings 
of the sampling and real-time oscilloscopes. 

It is not necessary to trigger the real-time oscilloscope 
sweep; it may be run at any convenient repetition rate. 
The retrace and hold-off of the reo I-time sweep will not 
be blanked on the sampling oscilloscope, so free-running 
the real-time sweep at 0 slow time/cm selling is generally 
most sotisfactory. 

Verticol scaling factors require no special techniques. 
However, since accumulated calibration errors and load
ing effects may be serious in some cases, it's usually 
advisable to obtain 0 1 :  1 scaling factor os follows: 

1 .  Apply several cm of calibrator signal to the sampling 
oscilloscope input. 

2. Using the some value lj os will be used in the in
tended operation, set the operational amplifier for 
X (- 1 )  amplification (If = ll). 

3. Adjust the real-time oscilloscope to display the same 
number of centimeters 0$ the sampling oscilloscope 
Volts/Cm and Calibrator settings indicate should be 
displayed on the sampling oscilloscope. The verticol 
scaling factor is now 1 :  1 .  If may now be reset to the 
correct value for the intended operation. Since DC 
levels ore critical in integration, the sampling oscil-

loscope DC offset (and/or vertical position or DC bal
ance controls, depending on the make and model) 
should be carefully adjusted so that the vertical 
signal output is at 0 v DC when the signol waveform 
is at .he reference level. The accuracy of this setting 
may be confirmed during adjustment of the vertical 
scaling factor, when 'he operational amplifier is 
set for X (- 1 )  operation. 

Bibliography: 
Much valuable information concerning theory, construction 
and applications of operational amplifiers will be found 
in the following: 

1 .  G. A. Korn and T. M. Korn, 
Electronic. Analog Computers, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1 956. 

2. C. l. Johnson, 
Analog Computer Techniques, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1 956. 

3. N. R. Scat!, 
Analog and Digital Computer Technology, 
McGraw·Hill Book Company, 1 960. 

4. A. E. Rogers, 1. W. Connolly, 
Analog Computation in Engineering Design, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1 960. 

5. A Palimpsest on the Electronic Analog Art 
George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
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